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EDITOilAI. COMMENT

A World Hevnlutionary Hero
Ho Chi Minh, one of the most extraordinary world revolutionary

hetoes, whose single'minded pursuit of independence for his country
and its people spanned more than half a century, died on September
3, 1969. To the millions of Vietnamese-both North and South-"Uncle
Ho," as he was affectionately called, was the symbol of all their
strivings for a life of peace and security, free from all forms of op-
pression and exploitation. For Ho Chi Minh embodied all the ffnest
qualities of his people: indomitable courage, incredible, selfless dedi-
cation, an iron will and determination combined with a profound
humanism, simplicity and true modesty.

Born May 18, 1890 into a peasant scholar's family in the hamlet
of Kimlien in Central Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh was reared to hate
the French colonialists. Even before he reached his teens, he got his
baptism in the anti-French underground transmitting messages from
his father to other cornpatriots working to free their homeland. At
the age of 13 he was expelled from school for activities hostile to
the colonial regime.

Eagerly searching for ways to serve his people, Ho took a job as
a galley hand on a French ship and worked on ocean-going vessels
which took him to many shores-to France, England, Germany, the
United States and the French colonies in Africa. In these travels he
leamed that colonial oppression was an international phenomenon
and that the cause of national liberation was bound up with the
struggles of the working class against capitalist exploitation. He
vowed to free his people from the whiplash of colonialism.

It was understandable, therefore, that the victory of the October
Revolution should have a decisive influence on the thoughts and
activities of this young Vietnamese patriot. He soon concluded that
the path of October pointed to the path of liberation for his own
opprLssed people. In igZO he joined ihe French Soeialist Party be-
cause, as he explained, its members had expressed sympathy for the
cause of national liberation. He quickly identiffed with the Left
Wing which formed the French Communist Party later in the same
year. Thus Ho became a founder of the Communist Party of France
and the first Vietnamese to become a Communist.

In the decade of the twenties Ho Chi Minh participated in a

variety of activities. In 1921 he helped to establish the League of
Colonial Peoples and edited the weekly-Le Pari,a (The Outcast). In
L9fu1, he attended the Fifth Congress of the Communist International
and for a number of years thereafter he traveled on its behalf to
various parts of the world. While in China in the mid-twenties he
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organized the Revolutionary Yquth League of Vietnam and the Op-

prEssed Asian peoples. He lielpd to_train-numerous young Vietnamese
who returned to their country as Communists.

Bv the late twenties Ho C'hi lvlinh was lmown in Southeast Asia

,, J 
"orrr"geous 

fighter for the freedom of all oppressed peoples' It
was bv ,o" m"urrr-accidental that the French au-thorities sentenced

him td death in absantia in 1929. Two years later he was arrested

in Hong Kong by the British authorities.'The French colonialists de-

manded" tris 
"l*triaition 

but he managed to escape before this could
be carried out. :

On February 8, 1930 Ho Chi Minh presided at the conference

which eave birth to the Indochinese eommunist Party, the pre-
cursor if tt e Workers' Party of Vietnam.

Throughout the decade bf th" thirties Ho Chi Minh traveled
widely. fte also studied and taught Marxism-Leninism in the Soviet

Uniori. But he always maintainid close ties with the Vietnamese
Communists.

In 1941, after an absence of 30 years, Ho Chi Minh returned to
vietnam as the ]apanese imperialisis invaded the Indochina penin-

sula. fust as the P"tri, gori"t merrt of France capitulato'd before

the Nazis, so did the Vichy administration capitulate to the Japanese,
without firing a shot. It was Ho Chi Minh and the Communists

who rallied "their people to resist -the ]-apanese invaders' Th"y
helped to create thi Iieague for Independence of Vietnam-popu-
larll/ to be known as the Vi;tminh-and 6rganized a powerful _guerrilla
force to battle the Japanese. In 1945, the guerrillas liberat_ed Hanoi.

A popular uprising iwept the country in Arigust, 1945. On September
Z,igAS [Io eni Minh, is the head of a provisional government, pro-
claimed the independence of Vietnam.

But this indep^endence was short-lived. The- French. imperialists
sought to reimpbse colonial rule. Once again the pegplg rallied to
theii goverr-"it t, took to the jungles, ald f9r eight-long. years,

under"the leadership of Ho Chi Minh, fought the French to a

standstill. The debacle at Dienbienphu brought France to the nego-

tiating table in 1954.

On-e again the will of the Vietnamese peqple -was 
thwarted' This

time, the ihreat came from the most powe-rful military arrd _industrial
nation in the world-the United States. Again it was Ho Chi Minh,
whose prestige in the South was no lesi than in the North, who
insoired the ieroic resistance of the National Liberation Front and

its ^ guerrilla forces. Neither the devastating bombardme,nts, nor
the iapalm, nor the poisonous defoliants and other barbarous weaP-

ons of'destruction "oild 
brirg the people of Vietnam to their knees.

They will ffght unyieldingly so long }s a single American soldier
remains on Vietnamese soil.

(Contirated on page L4)
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TWENTY YEARS OF GDN

Fourth, the new socialist state had to contend with the rnachina-
tions against it by the Bonn regime and the other imperialist pow-
ers. Under the notorious Hallstein Doctrine the West German ruling
class has insisted that it alone speaks for all of Germany, and has

refused to recognize the existence of the GDR. And to this day the
major capitalist countries, without exception, have refused to estab-
lish diplomatic relations with her. This, in turn, has resulted in severe
limitation of trade relations.

Then there is the anomaly of West Berlin, an enemy enclave situ-
ated in the very heart of the GDR and dividing its capital city in
two. West German and U.S. imperialism have assiduously used West
Berlin as a spearhead in their drive to undermine and destroy the
GDR, a campaign which was efiectively blocked only with the
building of the Berlin wall.

Finally, the constuction of socialism had to be undertaken with
a people riddled through with the poison of Nazism and demoral-
ized by the massive military destruction inflicted upon it.

In the face of these obstacles the GDR has registered enonnous
progress. Today 85 per cent of the total national product is pro-
duced by socially-owned enterprises and another 7 per cent in enter-
prises which are partially state-owned. The GDR ranks high among
industrial countries; vrith 0.5 of the worlds population, it accounts
for 1.7 per cent of 'total world income. In industrial production it
ranks sixth among the nations of Europe and tenth among the
nations of the world. Since 1950, national income and industrial pro-
duction have increased at a rate avera$ng 7 per cent a year. During
tle same period retail prices have declined by some 3.6 per cent.
(Contrast this with the United States, where consumer prices have
risen more than 50 per cent since 1950. )

The GDR has become a prosperous socialist country, as even its
enemies have been compelled to recognize. Here is living proof of
the validity of the Marxist-Leninist conception of building socialism
for advanced industrial countries, contrary to certain self-styled
Marxists and others who have sought to deny that validity.

The GDR looks forward to continued independent development
as a socialist state, and now sees the question of reuniffcation of
Germany as one which will assume immediacy only at that time
when West Germany also takes the path to socialism. At the same

time she seeks peaceful, friendly relations with all countries, includ-
ing the German Federal Republic. This was reaffirmed by Walter
Ulbricht on the occasion of the 20th anniversary celebration in
Berlin, in these words: aMe stand by our policy, also toward West

Twenty Years of the GIIH

On October 7 of this year, the German Democratic Republic cele-
brated the twentieth anniversary of the birth of the first socialist
state on German soil. With this act, the rule of imperialism was ended
in one part of Germany-an imperialism which had brought only war,
fascism and misery to the German people.

Today there exist side by side, two German states-states which
are polar opposites. The Federal Republic of Germany continues to
be ruled by a reactionary imperialist clique which restores former
Nazis to power and seeks by force of arms to return to the prewar
state of affairs. This regime, vdth its militarism and revanchism, with
its drivo onoe more to dominate Europe, is one of the most serious
threats to world peace today.

In the German Democratic Republiq on the other hand, the rule
of the working class has been ffrmly established, and socialist con-
stmction is far advanced. This new state has become a maior bul-
wark of peace in Europe and a formidable obstacle to realization
of the revanchist, warlike schemes of the Bonn regime. This is a

development of uemendous import for the future of mankind.
The economic, social and cultural advances achieved by this, the

youngest socialist state in Europg are truly remarkable, and es-

pecially in the light of the enormous roadblocks which it faced from
the day of its btuth. Fifty per cent of its industrial capacity, 70 per
cent of its power plants, 50 p"r cent of its industrial residential
areas and 80 per cent of its agicultural equipment were destroyed
or useless. In West Germany ttere were 120 blast furnaces in work-
ing order at the end of the war, some of them very modern; in East
GermanR on the other hand, only four ouhttoded blast furnaces
were Ieft intact.

Second, the imperialist octupaHon powers-the U.S., Britain and

France-refused to allow any reparations to go from West Germany
to the socialist countries. Henoe the burden of reparations fell with
undue severity on the working people of East Germany.

Thfud, basic industry and metallurgy wore eoncenkated in West
Germany. The people of East Germany were left with only a hac'
tion of an economy, eentered in the manufacture of ftnished products.
They were confronted, therefore, with the d"ifficult task of ffn-ding

new sour@s of raw materials and developing basic industry afresh
on their own.
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Germany, of peaceful coexistence and the establishment of good-
neighborly relations, regulated and certifted through treaties valid
in international law." (Quoted in the New York Times, October
7, 1969.)

The reactionary regime of the German monopolists in Bonn, how-
ever, still thinks in terms of the reuniffcation o{ Germany through
the forcible incorporation of the GDR. This is also the outlook of
the U.S.monopolists. The policy of both U.S. and German imperial-
ism has been one of seeking to isolate the GDR, to break other so-

cialist countries away from her by ofiering tempting trade and other
economic concessions. To this policy Leonid Brezhnev, in his speech

at the Seventh Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of the GDR
in 1967, responded as follows:

The socialist countries of Europe stand for eflective, honest
normalization and development of political, economic and cultural
contacts with all states, including the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, for the sake of peace and mutual benefft. But they will
never agree to this at the expense of their unity, at the expense of
the interests of the socialist community as a whole, or individual
counries belonging to it, speciftcally, at the expense of a fraternal
country, the German Democratic Republic.

This effort to isolate and undermine the GDR, as we noted at the
time, was a central feature of the machinations of U.S. and West
German imperialism in czechoslovakia last year. Fortunately, these
machinations have been defeated. But the efiorts continue.

The pa_rticipation of our government in these efiorts and its sup-
port of the revanchist aims of the Bonn regime contribute to the
threat of war in Europe. Such policies are clearly against the best
interests of the American people.

The best way to observe the 20th anniversary of the GDR and
to contribute to world peace wiuld be to step up the ffght for an
end to such policies, for the establishment of diplomatic and trade
relations with the GDR. This has been a much-neglected aspert of
the fight for peace and there is no better occasion than this an-
niversary marking the great achievements of the GDR, to end this
neglect.

It is in this vein that we join, though unavoidably somewhat be-
latedly, in saying "H"ppy Birthday" to the socialist state of the
German people-the German Democratic Republic.

WII.LIAM L. PATIEBSON

The B1ack Panther PartY

The Black Panther Party for self-Defense was born in the fall of

1966. It was not a spontaneous eruption of black youth' The white

oolice in the shetto if West Oaklarid, California were notorious for

thei, sal,age iacist brutality. Widespread unemployrne-nt, Sovertl'
p;;;;*Aearh due to malnutrition aid inadequate hospital facilities,

miserable sanitation, fflthy streets, dilapidated- and poolly equipped

schools and housing were the lot of blaik citizens and their children'

ii *"t a national 
"picture, to be found in every large city in the

United States but, in Oakland, it was worse'

A political organization committed to the proi":ti'* of their lives

und th"i, prr"#r' p-p".ry *?! " dream of 
-OaHands black youth'

The Black'panther i,rriy fJ, Self-Defense emerged out of the political,

econo-ic and cultural helI that black youth were taught w-as for

ther[ the best of all possible worlds' It was a long-consrdered reac-

tion to indiscriminaie police violence' Black youth demanded a

change.

Ea.rly Concepts of the Panthars

At the time of the creation of the Black Panthers, the social and

potiti"ri o"tlook of y9Y"g H-r191 Newton, and the small coterie of

;";* gathered utoord hiir, did'"ot extend beyond the idea of some

[i.ra oi self-defense, nor was that concept clearly defined' 
-

Blackyouthwereseekinganendto..whiteterror."Theybelieved
that the'time had come to"challenge and, if possible' put a stop to

terrorization as a way of life in the ghetto' Stresi was placed on ending

police terror.
' n*ly in the Process of their tremendous growth and development

the Panthers erl"ap"d from a dangerous entrapment thich |m3riean
i-p"Jufir*'s idedlogists have tri"ed to make- a dominant factor in

;d* thinking' ThJy escaped from the-illusion that black freedom

fght"., had to" go it'ulooe,^that _except 
for a few white intellect*als

;it h"A ;o ,fli"r, that the police 
'*"t" 

"' independent, political

force whose bestiality had its r-oots in an innate hatred of black peo-

ple. The Panthers *L" ooly momentarily the victims of that line of
^,t irkirg. Both the sublective and obiective reasons why this illusion

was acJepted at all are easy to understand'

The fanther leadership-believed that the police were an inde-

I
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pendent political entity. It was not for them a teroristic arm of
the "establishment." In their early days, they lacked practical political
experience in the national liberation struggle. They had little or no
understanding of the operation and structure of capitalists society.
In terms of theoretical development, they were in no position accu-
rately to *neasure the dimensions of the ideological control the 'estab-
lishment" exercised over the economic, political and cultural channels
of American life; nor were they in a position to formulate an exten-
sive program of political action. Knowledge of the class essence and
scope of police brutality, the vast range of the ffght against racism
due to its capitalist source, had for the Panthers not yet come into
focus.

_ In those 
- 
days the Black Panthers could not clearly discern the

degree to which virulent racism had been made an inseparable part
of America's national psychology. The leadership did rr-ot t""ogiire
the irreconcilable contradictions between the constitutional and inali-
e_nable human rights of black Americans and the profft system. They
did not see that the liberation struggle transcended the realm of
self-defense and that not education a1one, but only a program of
struggle, based upon the realities of the social system, could guarantee
any successes in the struggle against the terror.

BL.a,CT PANTHERS g

The righteous political demands of black workers and the black
community constituted a plank that fft logically into labor's program
of struggle. Yet, it must be stated, that hbor &d not respond.

Not realizing capitalism's vast potentialities to seduce leaders of
organized labor, blacks were mystiffed by the rejection of their unity
propos-als. They saw that the material interests 'or tne masses, white
as well as black, were being_sacriffced on the altar of color superior-
iy.tll.whites-began to look alike to blacks when the q,resiion of
the rights of blacks was raised. Had the white labor'leadership
acknorvledged and accepted its class responsibilities and responded
positively to the unity advances of black rabor and the bhJk com-
munity, the- Joundation for a broad ofiensive against the mutual

"1*y. would l-o"g- 
"g9 

have been laid down in -the 
U.S.A. Venal,

white labor leadership betrayed its class, the vital interests of the na-
tion and that of peace and freedom-loving mankind.

Back to Africa movements sprung from-this situation. In the heavily
populated_regions of the southern states, the right of self-determina-
tion for black people was propagated. The nation was divided. As a
result some black leaders were ready to repudiate the legitimate
stake of black Americans to an equal-share in' America. ,tfie"cted by
this reasoning, the Black Panthers party took the only course it then
saw as feasible. It was ready to go into the struggle alone.

The organization of the panthZrs testiffed to t[" growinq radicari-zatior of the-ghetto and the rising poriticar temper o? ,rr" fi""t- 
"o*_munity. The black liberation movement was bro'adeni"gu"J-ar"p"rr-

ing. Black workers w_ere organizing brack 
""rr".rr"-ii--tJ-o*a"unrons. They were seeking to break through the racist u"r**f"_*,

and to achieve a uniffcation with Iabor aron"g the ""i;il;.-iil"; bhckIiberation movement was feering its way to an ofiensive in a[ spheresof human relations. Th_is was'thu g"nurrr situation *a *li"i arr"Black Panthers emerged and develo[ed their activity.

I*ssons Learned in Struggle

In their earriest experiences at mounting 
3n a$i-porice brutarity

self-defense movement, the panthers rearied politicl l;;rJ* tt 
"tbrought rapid, if uneven, political development.

. 
The- bo_urgeoisie in the United States liad no intention of permit-

ting the Panthers, or, "rI organized, disciplined ,;;G;;;;,td"*o_
cratically to defend t\e rives, property, inarienabre and constitutionarrights of ghetto dwellers. .To-peimii that was to lend credence toand strengthen the struggle foi equality of opport"nity. fil"'Uo*-

The Poisonous lnfluence of Racixn

Racist myths, with skin color determining intelligence, had been
made a vital factor in the thinking of the leaders of organized labor,
the white church, social, educational and political institutions of the
white community. This prostitution of science had warped and
distorted white concepts of morality and ethics. It dulled especially
a,ny appreciation of the mutual interests of the black people and the
maiority of white society.

The illusion that separ-ate, single-handed combat could be waged
against the police, and that restrictions superimposed on the pof,""
from community forces would completely alter 

-the 
status of brack

Americans, was the product of narrow nationalistic, ghettoized think-
in-g. Blaek America was not at fault. This concept was the brain-chird
of capitalism. It was fashioned and projected by bourgeois ideologists
fo1 black consumption. However, the contemptuoui attitude with
which labor's top leadership met the appeals of bhck workers for a
labor-black alliance in struggle gave what seemed to be validity to
the idea. The class collaboration of the majority of the white leaders
around the issue of white superiority did terriftc damage to the in-
terests of all of labor*white as well as black.
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geoisie had no intentron of permittin g arry.challengg t-o its own policy

3f diuid" and rule. Police Lrutalitylras intensiffed' It became more

indiscriminate.-if." metropolitan press, tongue in cheek, favo:ably greeted the

"riai"ir* 
of fohce br'rrtality. Iiwas against brutality and violenoe-

Urrt it piousiy stressed thl necessity to maintain "law and order"'

it, 
"orrl"ptioir 

of law and order, however, did not begin with the

"rfor""*6rrt 
and respect for the human diglY of blacks'. or their

rights under the Conititution. The position of the metropolitan press

.iBoJ ,"rfity on its head. Under tlie guise of maintaining law and

order, it lent encouragement to poficJ repression against the black

communitY.
The courts, in a frenzy, hurriedly tried the victims of police

."rrg"ty. They "railroaded;' the victims to i{l :t iTp?::d 
-long.term

prob"rtiot rty. conditions upon them' The legislative bodies ot govern-

irent pusred no effective remedial laws or ordinances. The adminis-

trativJ bodies, from the President down, called for the enforcement

oi io,rtg"oi, i'lu* and ordey''-the maintainence of the status quo'

Racism 
"b."u-u a policy of government precisely because it was a

source of superproftts for capital'

The lessons of the struggle registered sharply-with- the black

y";;ir. rhl- p"r,th", leadersh"ip- reclognized that a broader political

ofiensive was necessary to rialae the self-defense they sought._ It
,*k; political anil organizational leap forward that carried it be-

yond thi positions o""olpi"d-by any of ihe other organizations of the

black ]iberation moverrre'nt. It'began to measure the strength-of capi-

;;ii;- in the United States and-to analyze the position a1d weight

oi tt. forces aligned against blacks' 
-Th-e 

Panthers wanted to know

prrf'r"fy *f."thEr bh"is had nahrral allies or not-who they were,

if there were any, and why they had not- aPpear,ed u.fo1 the political

;"rtr"; to ftght tir" "o*-t' 
fo" The illusion that the black p-eople,

ofhistoricalnecessity,hadtogoitalonewasbeingchallenged.The

"rol".ti"s 
of such ideas by the ideologists of the bourgeoisie was

[-J;;';_-p"red in the throes of struggle and a study of bourgeois

racist ideologY.---tfr" 
panth"er leadership acknowledged the need for an internal

"frr"g" 

- 
it dropped the ierm "for Self-Defense" from its name. It

beean to see that unity of the oppressed was something for which a

i"G* nght had to be made-, Despite the racist attitude of the

*t ii" tufot'leadership, that unity had to be won. The ruling c_lass

frra r"ar""d the while labor leaders; it must not b,e-permitted to

il;";i;;k ieadership. White labor hail been afiested by the myths

uBf,I,CK PANMIE?S

of white superiority. Its rank and ffle could be won to black-white

unity in struggle.

IdentiNy With Maoism

The Panther leadership recognized that it faced a herculean task.

But the task had to be faced. It declared itself a Marxist-Leninist

political party, not realizing fully that so far-reaching a_declaration
'clid not ifuso facto bring the objective sought to fruition. The Panther

leaders grasped at anJembraced the doctrines of Mao Tse-tung and

the presJnt ieadership of the Chinese Communist Party. They failed

to rialize that Mao and his supporters were all for the go-it-alone

idea which experience was forcing the Panthers to repudiate. They

did not ,".ogriir" that Maoism was a denial of the historic role the

Panthers weie beginning to attribute to the working class.

The Panthers were enraptured with the role Che Guevara was

attempting to play in the countries of South America. They^ did not

,"" tliut Mar*iim-Leninism taught that there was a reality far more

complex than can be seen through a casual observation of events and

histdrical differences in the development of countries. They did not

see that guerrilla tactics widely applied to the United States would

mean going it alone under the most adverse conditions.

In tf,eir iplendid' attempt at a political leap forward, the Panther

leadership did not see cleirly that certain steps in_ideological devel-

opment ctuld not be ignored. There were profound and fundamental

,6rron, why the vast maiority of the Communist parties of the world

-including'the Communist Party, U.S.A.-struggled against the polit-
ical, economic and ideological stand taken by the Maoists.

The Maoists denied the estimate of the changed world relation

of forces. But it was precisely this new situation which helped to

prove that blacks in the United States did not have to go it alone;

thuy *"r" part of the world liberation movement. In fact, they had

become a vitally signiffcant part of that world movement.

Marxism teaches, Lenin said, thatr "Only knowledge of the basic

features of a given epoch can provide the basis for r,eckoning *1e
the speciffc features of one or another country." (Collected Wofics,

Vol. 21, p. 1a5. )

Despite organizational, political and ideological 
-wealnesses 

tho

Black 
-Pantheis, in a remarkably short time through struggle, had

displayeil tremendous political growth,, development and-fexibility.
This has to be noted. It refects the limitless potentialities of the black
liberation movement.
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imperialists. The July preparatory conference was a huge success.

The f(llow-up, later this year, must be made even more so.

Wh{" the call for a united front against fascisrn undoubtedly was
inspired to a great degree by the murderous attacks upon the Pan-
thers by the local and state forces, the conference \ilas more than a

device to mobilize forces for protection of the fives of its merrbers.
The conference call was in and of itself a testimonial to the polit-

ical growth of the Panther leadership. It was based upon a growing
recognition that the defeat of American reaction demanded a signal
sharpening of the struggle for unity of the country's progressivo
forces regardless of political affiliation, creed, color, race or nation-
ality. It was a recognition of the grave danger of anti-Communism.

On its part, the conference recognized the imperative necessity
for all progressive forces to ffght for the constihrtional rights of the
Panther Party and against the genocidal attaek levelled against its
organization under the slogan of 1aw and order." No efiort was
made to make the conference the exclusive property of the Black
Panther Party.

It is necessary that Communists, especially, should recognize the
urgency of supporting this efiort, regardless of the difierences the
Communist Party may have with the Panthers on the degree of fascist
development in our country. In his rePort to the 19th Convention
of tlre Communist Party, Gus Hall stated:

U.S. imperialism remains the chief danqer to the independence
of peoples^ and nations. It is the most ruthiess exploiter of' peoples.
It has heightened the danger to world peace iverywhere. it is
the center tf the world for6es of reactiori ftghting dgainst social-
ism. Its aggressive economic policies are a menace 

-to 
economic

standards and to economic independence tlroughout the non-so-
cialist world. Its escalated ideological ofiensive,limed at the sof-
tening- and inffltration of socialist and liberated counbies, has
created a ne'vr/ danger to the progressive forces of the world. These
efforts at ldeological penetration are now at an all-time peak. (On
Course: The Reooluti,onarg Process, p. 15.)

Had we at that time had a fascist America, that convention could
not have been held openly. Had the convention been held ..under-
ground" because of the presence of fascism, the defeat and destruetion
of fascism would have been, of historical necessity, the center of
emphasis.

Henry winston, our National chairman said at the lgth convention:

_'We are, comrades, _not going into a period of ease. That is not
what is before us. we are enlering inlto a period of sharp class

Leatn Need of Black-White Uni.ty

The Black Panther Party repudiated the anti-white abstaction.
It began to recognize the vital importance of the role of classes in a

struggle in which class, race and nationalism were predominant
factois. It recognized that the unity within the working class, be-

tween workers regardless of the color of their skin, is an imperative
and historical necessity in every countxy and on a world scale. It
launched a ffght to attain that unity against the racism that permeates

most of the leadership of organized labor. It reiected the position that
labor is a natural foe of the black people because of irreconcrlable

racist difierences."
The Panthers are the ffrst blackJed organization to understand the

menace of anti-Communism and unqualiffedly to express opposition
to it.

A feature of the Black Panthers is that they saw emotion and

courage as essential attributes of successful struggle. They have, most

of all, come to rcalize that success in the liberation movement de-

mands above all else an understanding of the science of social devel-

opment. They have emphasized the stucly _of th9 Marxist-Leninist
ciassics as imperative. Despite grave ideological _weaknesses that

still remain in- their political outlook, they have declared that the
Black Panther Party is a Marxist-Leninist party and launched as a
major slogan: ?ower to the PeoPle!"

'ih" p"rth"r Party has shown an awareness that agents of the

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation ( FBI ) have penehated its ranks. It seeks their elimi-

nation through a practical Program of struggle.

C onf erence Against F ascisn

While only three years in the liberation struggle, the Black Panther

Party issued a call for a United Front of Struggle Against Fascism-
basing itself on the call made by George Dimitrov in 1935 at the

seventh congress of the then existing communist International. It
openly called upon the peace forces, the anti-poverty ffghters, all
piogrlssive forces to ffght against racism and for unity of the "New
Left" against fascism.

Political appeals by black Americans for a united front against

racism are ,ro[hing new. They have been a constant in the life of the

black people since the Civil War. But the Call for a United Front

of Struggle Against Fascism was not based,upon the economic,

political and ideological demands of black people alone. It was_ based
^upon 

the life-and-death struggle of the American people-of all anti-
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battles in which the clash between the classes, of the people pgainst
monopoly, will reveal itself more and more. The stoim sigials are
presently with us. (Buil.d. the Communist Part1, pp. 8-9.) '

While the reactionary signals "are presently with us," that is not
yetfascism. * * $

A great responsibility devolves upon our Party. First and foremost,
it is in the United States that the main ffght must be waged against
racism and the fascist-minded clique who constitute the military-
industrial complex. It is here that the deepest roots of raeism and
nascent fascism are to be found. That ffght must be carried into
every sphere of American life. Forty millions of black, brown and
red Americans are directly affected by racism and the danger of
fascism threatens their very existence.

The Panthers now have organized contingents in approximately
83 states. At the present they are in the center of police attacks.

J. Edgar Hoover, the fascist-minded head of the FBI, calls the Pan-
thers the most dangerous organization in the New Left. That is some
evidence of their importance.

The membership of the Communist Party should stand in the fore-
front in defense of the Black Panthers. While conducting a dialogue
with the Panthers on the differences that exist between us, this must
not stand in the way of solidly supporting the efforts of the Panthers
to defeat racism and bring about unity of the black and white work-
ing class. For we know that racism feeds fascism. The destruction
of racism leads to a decisive defeat of fascism.

PATRICIA BEtt

The Fiqht for Land in New Mexicn
When the news broke of a "raid' on the courthouse at Tierra

New Mexico, in June, 1967, worldwide attention was focused on the

action by a dozen farmers led tiy Reies Lopez Tijerina. It was com-

pared to Pancho Villa's 1916 raid on Columbus, New Mexico, some

far-a*ay reporters assuming that Tierra Amarilla, like Columbus, is

on the Mexican border. Aotually it is as far away from the border
as Manhattan is from the border of Canada.

What exploded on that summer day, two years ago, was the long-
standing gii"u"r"" of a people who are native-born Americans, of
native-born parents, grandpaients and even great-grandparents, who
were conquered with theii land over a century ago and have been

oppressed as a national minority ever since.
- 
involved in the "raid" were heirs to the Tierra Amarilla Iand

gran! victims of fraud and deceit by Anglo speculators for a hundred

fears, who now see their remaining land being eaten away by the

U.S. Forest Service. It was one of a series of confrontations led

by Tiierina with state and federal authorities, all aimed at forcing

the government into court to prove its ownership of thousands of

acres that were formerly communal grazing land'
Tijerina, born in Texas into a Poor family of migrant workers, is

not himself a land claimant. He became involved in the land question

only at the insistence of local grant leaders. In New Mexico, land

grant organizations are nothing 
-new. For over a century the people

f,"'u" b"L banding together to claim their rights. Previously, how-

ever, these organiitiois comprised the heirs to a single grant' Not

infrequently tf,eir formation was encouraged by- some unscrupulous

lawyeir w-ho ended by taking a portion of the land as his fee, in some

instances "losing' the documents 
oentrusted 

to his care'

Tijerina was the ftrst to unite the claimants to ftfty grants in one

organization-the Alliance of Free City States, popularly known as

the "Alianza." Its signiftcance is described by Dr' Frances Swadesh,

social anthropologist, who has made a special study of this movement.
"Tijerina . . . linked the fortunes of all grants into one major drive,"
he points out, "in which property rights and civil and cultural rights
*eri reen as indivisible." He goes on to show that Tiierina developed

the tactic of "litigation in which the Alianza would be the defendant

and would therefore be spared the high cost of going to court. By
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(Continued from page 8)

Ho Chi Minh did not live to see the ffnal victory of his people.
However, as the condolence message of the CPUSA statedi "the
great example of Ho Chi Minh's life of selfless struggle in the seryice
of his people, the workers of the world and all progressive mankind
will always inspire the hearts and guide the thoughts of ffghters
for peace, for freedom and for Communism."

This is not the time to mourn but to fight. The best monument we
Americans can erect for this remarkable revolutionary hero is to
redouble our efiorts, and widen the scope, o{ the struggle to bring
about the total withdrawal of U.S. armed forces from the soil of
Vietnam.
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acts of civil disobedience on grant lands which had been taken by
the federal governmeNrt, the Aliat'ra could challenge the govern-
ment to prove that these lands were, inded its rightful propprty."*

The Alianza sees the ffght for restoration of land as one aspect of
&e ffght for a decent life for eight milli,on Mexican-Americans in
the Southwest. When Tijerina says, 'Our people refuse to be si-
Ienced with powdered mitk on some welfare program,- and demands
that 'the land that is theirs" be restored to the people, he is at one
with the Delano proclamation of C6sar Chivez in California, aMe
do not want charity at the price of our dignity. We want to be equal
with all the working men in the nation."

Northern New Mexico sends forth, in search of their daily bread,
great numbers of native-born Mexican-Americans, who cannot af-
ford to remain in this beautiful, but poverty-ppp"d region, where
half of the families subsist on less than $1,0CI a year, and the Forest
Serviee owns 69 per cent of the land. Many ioin the migrant armies
of farm laborers at back-breaking ffeld work for a dollar an hour.
Thousands more fnd their way to the sweat-shop industries of Los
Angeles or fo Denver to become part of thu p*l of low-paid workers.

But many remain to shuggle for a living on the small acreages left
them. They refuse to be drivem from the area where the collective
ownership of land was tho basis of their economy, the cradle of their
culture and their language. Herein lies the explanation for the srrp-
port $ven Tijerina by the ffve thousand families who are members
of the Alianza. The ffght to regain their lands is an integral par of
the stuggle of this national minority to rid themselves of oppression.
To understand this, it is well to 

?k" I look at their history.

Sociolo$st Dr. George I. Sinchez of the University of Texas, points
out:

Spanish-speaking people have been in the Southwest for three
hundred and seventy years. The villages north of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, founded in 1598, take second place only to St. Augustine,
Florida, as the oldest settlements of Europea# on the miinland
of what is now the United States. The New Mexico settlements,
followed a century later by those in Texas, and two centuries
Iater by California, represent a colonial efiort-by Spain which left
an ind6lible imprint dn ttre history and culture'of 'the 

Southwest,
and of the United States as a whole.'r

* Politice attl, Mi:mrdtiee, edited by Tobias and 'Woodhouse, University of
New Mexico Press, 1969:
l'*[{o:rograph: Spaniah in Th,e Southwaet.

Spain, and later Mexico, encouraged settlement of the Northem
provinces. The most common form of land ownership stemmed from
the grant of a deed by the goverament of Spain or Mexico to a
group of no less than twelve families, but more often twenty. In
some cases grants were made to an in&vidual emprasario, but only
"those who introduce at least 200 families."*

AII grazing land was held in common, usually 92 per cent of the
grant. Each family received a piece of land, drawn by lot, on which
to farm and build a house. Absentee ownership was strictly forbidden
and no individual could dispose of any common land. Following the
revolution of 1821, Mexico conffrmed the grants made by Spain, and
continued the same collective pattern of land tenure.

Dr. Clark S. Knowlton, sociologist and specialist in land-grant
questions, writes:

The establishment of the National Forest system in New Mexico
alienated millions of acres from the . . . Spanish-Americans without
compensation. Their traditional use of these lands was ignored by
both- state and federal governments in the setting up of the
National Forests. As a result, cold war has come into existence
between the villagers and the Forest Service. The Spanish- Amer-
icans strongly resent having to pay grazrng fees,for the right to
use land tliat once belonged to their villages. They believe that
they are being deliberately squeezed out of the National Forests
to 'make roori' for larger 'Ang o-American commercial cattle and
sheep outffts. They also feel strongly about having their hunt-
ing and timber-cutting rights subject to restrictions in areas where
their people have freely carried on such activities for many gen-
erations.* *

The "cold war" of which Dr. Knowlton speaks is not one-sided.
Farmers known to sympathize with the Alianza have had their
cattle poisoned and their hay burned. The Alianza headquarters in
Albuquerque has been shaken with bombs four times in the last
year. Bullets were ffred through the windows of the headquarters
on December 5, 1968, just missing members who had stayed over-
night for a victory celebration of Tijerina's acquittal on a "kid-
napping" charge that day. A station wagon belonging to the Alianza
was destroyed and a car owned by the Alianza attomey was saturated
with a form of tear gas.

FIGIIT FON LAND

* Laws and Decrees of the Republic of Mexico in Relation to Coloniza-
tion and Grants of Land, More Particularly in New Mexico and CaIi-
foinia, from 1823 to 1846, New York Printing Company, 1871.
** Lond Grant Problems Among the Std,te's Sparuish-Americozs, New

Mexico Business Research, June, 1967.

I
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An attempt by the State Police to frame a brother of Reies Tijerina
on a murder charge failed when the accused man proved he had
been at a McCarthy meeting a hundred miles away the night of
the killing. A building donated to the Nanza for an Indo-Hispanic
cultural center was burned down the day the gift was announced. A
clinic the Nianza was inaugurating to service the people of Tierra
Amarilla was "torched" with gasoline in September. No one has
been arrested for any of these crimes, with the exception of the ffrst
bombing. Captured by police was ex-sheriffs deputy William Fellion,
who had blown off his own hand in the bombing. But Fellion has
never been punished. The people of the area believe that these crimes
have been perpetrated by Minute-Men-file ranchers, protected by
the State Police.

Special investigator fames Evans of the Forest Service has publicly
declared", "I'd like to kill that bastard," referring to Tijerina. And, in-
deed, in a frenzy of rage, he did point a rife at the Alianza leader's
head in the presenee of a crowd in ]une of this year. At Evans're-
quest, Tijerina's appeal bond, set in an earlier case, was revoked at
that time, and he is still in prison at this writing.

The land struggle started *r* aO, ir", ,grirrrt Mexico, when on
August 8, 1846, General Kearney took possession of New Mexico
and the United States held it by force of arms until February, 1848.

The war ended with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. By this
pact, and the payment of $15 million, the United States acquired the
territory that now forms New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada,
and parts of Utah, Colorado and Wyoming. Texas had already been
lost by Mexico in the annexation of 1845. This Treaty conffrmed it.

"The lands which Mexico ceded to the United States were greater
in extent than Germany and France combined, and represented one-
half the territory which Mexico possessed in 1821," Carey McWilliams
has pointed out.* The situation in which the Republic of Mexico
found itself only twenty-ffve years after it had won independence, can
be judged by Article II of the Treaty with the United States (May
30, 184tl):

Immediately upon ratiffcation of this Treaty, blockade of the
Mexican ports to cease. Troops of the United States to be with-
drawn, custom houses to be delivered up to the Mexican authorities.
An account to be made of the amount of all duties collected by the
U.S. after ratiff.cation of this Treaty by Mexico. Evacuation of the

FIGIIT FOR I..[ND I9

Capital of Mexico to be completed in one mont}. All forts, etc., oc-
cupied by the U.S. within the limits of Mexioo to be restored im-
mediately. Final evacuation of Mexican territory to be completed
in three months. The boundary line of New Mexico to be reset. . . .

The Treaty provided speciffc guarantees for the property and poli-
tial rights of the conquered population, and attempted to safeguard
their cultural autonomy, that is, they were given the right to retain
their language, religion and culture. Article VIII of the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo stipulated: *The property of Mexicans remain-
ing in the territory is to be inoiolably respected."

"If the treaty is good," says Tiierina, "then the United States has
violated it entirely. If it is no good, then the United States has no
title to the Southwest."

In 1868, arguing the case of the Mexican landholder before the
Committee on Private Land Claims, appointed by the 40th Congress,
General Charles P. Clever, delegate (without vote) from New
Mexico, stated:

In these articles of the Treaty (Articles VIII and IX), fullest
protection is pledged. These articles were intended to protect the
titles of the people of New Mexico, against any interference with
them by the new sovereign.

It was not intended that their titles to land should be protected
where found to-cover small and worthless tracts, and curtailed or
partially conffscated if large and valuable. When the banner of a
nation is planted on foreign soil, let it be to protect, and not to
plunder it.*

Although many of the Mexican settlers could prove that their
family holdings had been continuously occupied for a full century,
few of them possess title abstracts. Moreover, Congress reserved
the right to pass upon each land grant and land claim in New
Mexico by direct legislative enactments. No provisions were made
for appealing from Congressional decisions.

On this question Dr. Knowlton, quoting from Ralph E. Twitchell,
states:

No claimant could secure congressional affirmation of his title
unless he was able to spend a long period of time in Washington,
and was abundantly equipped with funds to organize a lobby to
smooth the passage of a private act conftrming his land claim.**

* Acts of Congress for Ascertaining and Confirming Mexican Claims to
Lands in New Mexico and California.**Ralph E. Twitchell , The Lea,iling Facts of New Menican Historg,
Ce<lar Rapids, 1912, p. 467,* North, from Maaico, Greenwood Press, New York, 1968, p. 61.
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Bad though the situation was in New Mexico, it was disastrous
in California. In the previously cited work, Carey McWilliams states:

Unlike New Mexico, California was engulfed by a tidal wave
of Angl-o-American immigration after 1848. Forty irer cent of the
land held in Mexican grants had to be sold to nieet the costs and
expenses involved in conffrming land titles in that state. "Death and
emigration are removing them [the Mexican people] from the land
. . their broad actres now, with few exceptions belong to the
acquisitive Americans," wrote J. P. Widney in 1886. . . -.

- -This process of change had a simply crushing effect upon the
Mexicans. One after another the ecronomic functions foi which
they had been- trained were taken from them. . . . By the end o{
the decade, the Mexican element was almost eclipsed.*

How can we explain th" d;r;"" i"*""r, the speed with which
the Californian was divested of his heritage, and the battle in New
Mexico which continues to this day? Why was California admitted
as a state in 1850, two years after the war, while New Mexico's de-
mands for statehood were refused for sixty-six years?

Carey McWilliams points out that the difierence was explained
by the fact that after 1848, "Anglo Americans inffltrated New Mexico;
they engulfed California. . . . The difference in impact was also a
function of the size of the Spanish-speaking element in the two states:
60,000 in New Mexicq 7,500 in California." Moreover, says McWiI-
liams, the Spanish-speahng people did not have the support of ten
thousand well-settled Pueblo Indians, such as stood between Anglos
and Hispanos in New Mexico.

trndeed, the first uprising against U.S. domination-the Taos rebel-
lion in 1847-was a product of the ioint action of Indians and Mex-
icans. During the revolt, the first U.S. governor of the territory, Char-
les Bent, a Southerner, was killed. His attitude toward the people in
his charge was expressed a year before his death when he wrote:
"The Mexican character is made up of sfupidity, obstinacy, ig;norance,
duplicity and vanity."*r

For many years, the Mexican people carried on a struggle for state-
hood. Ruled by an authority two thousand miles away, they had little
pg:: to halt the plunder of their lands. Governor Miguel Otero, who

* North From Meri,co pp. 92-98.
** Lamar, The Forr Southwest 1816-1912, Yale University Press, 1966,

p. 55.
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had been appointed by President McKinley, expressed their dernands

in 1902:

For more than haU a century we have been of, yet not one of,
the United States. . . . As early as June, 1850, a constitution was

adopted by our people for the f6rmation of a state ylich prohibited
slariery. .'. . Unaei this constitution, two United States Senators

and a'member of Congress were elected, who were not recognized
by Congress. . . . the e?ort has been renewed at the next and each

s,i"ceedYng Congress. With every renewed efiort . . . for our ad-

mission tlie opp"osition has growh stro_nger, until the conclusion is
irresistible thif some stron[ personal ind financial interests are

arrayed against us. . . . One-evidence of this is . . . the sagregation
of krge ireas of publin domain for so-ca-lled forest .reseroes. . . .

As a tirritory, we cannot combat these schemes; we have n-o voice
in the disposition of that land that we have sb:uggled so long 

-to
maintain is part of our territory, while, a-s a state, we would be
able to assert and retain our rights. (Emphasis mine-P.B.)*

Governor Otero had good reason to believe that powerful interests

were arrayed against the people of New Mexico. They included among

others President Theodore Roosevelt himself.
Lamar points out that, '"Ihe final struggle to gain stateho-od for

Arizona ard N"* Mexico lasted from 1901 to 1912 and was the longest

sustained admission fight in American territorial history." He indi'
cates that the movement became entangled in a great national de-

bate:

The first of these concerned the continuing argument growing
out of the Spanish-American war: whether America shoul'd be an

imperial natibn with colonies or should accept the new possessions

of ?uerto Rico and the Philippines as an eventual part of the Amer-
ican Union. When Theod6fe Roosevelt became president after
McKinley's assassination in 1901, the imperial approach -to 

"back-

ward or underdeveloped" areas now had, as it were, administration
approval. More impdrtant for the Southwest was the fact that the

rJir had been with^Spain. Thus the "baclcward and underdeveloped
colonies" that the Uiited States had acquired possessed a Spanish

colonial culture, possessed also by Arizona and New Mexico. . . .

Roosevelt and iris close friend,'senator Albert Beveridge, chair-
man of the Senate Committee on Territories, appear to have viewed
Arizona and New Mexico somewhat as they did the new "empire."
They, too, were "backward' areas which had beer stifled by their
Spanish heritage. Senator Beveridge's own conviction was so strong,

* Miguel Antonio Oterc, Mu Nine Years As Goaernor of the Tertitoru
of New Meni,co figf-1906, University of New Mexico Press, 1940, p. 390.
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in fact that he held up the admission of these two states for nearly
ten years. His argument was that- they were not equal in intellecl,
resources, or population to the other states in the Union, nor, said
he, were they sufficiently "American," [read "Anglo-Saxon"] in their
habits and customs.*

President Roosevel! founder of the Stockmen's Association of Mon-
tana and the Dakotas, favored the cattle barons who profited by getting
leasing privileges on Forest Service land. Ray H. Mattison in an article
entitled "Roosevelt's Dakota Ranches," describes how Roosevelt got
his start:

The relentless campaigns by the Ar*y, following the Battle of
Little Bighorn in 1876, forced Infians bff the lan?. As a result,
thousands of acres were opened to cattlemen. Theodore Roosevelt
ran cattle on two large traCts of land in the Dakotas, both of which
were-on ggv_ernment property, and Roosevelt never acquired title
to either of them.*'

Roosevelt profited by the boom in the cattle industry of the early
1880's, and gave up cattle ranching only to lead his Rough Riders
in the invasion of Cuba.

The term of his Rough Rider appointee, George Curry, was filled
with protests over withdrawal of lands from the public domain for
forest reserves. From the very beginning, therefore, the Southwest was
opposed to the Roosevelt-Pinchot foreshy policies.

Dr. Swadesh presented the following figures at the August, 1969
trial of Baltazar Martinez, one of the Tierra Amerilla 'iaid' defen-
dants: *In 

1832, more than 580,000 acres belonged to the heirs of the
Tierra Amarilla Land Grant. In 1969, the heirs have only 10,000 acres.
Under the San Joaquin Grant, the heirs had between 472,000 and
600,000 acres in 1806. In 1969, they have only 1,411 acres."

It must be kept in mind, of course, that these acreages are shared
by large numbers of people, 

Td i some cases include entire villages.

The land loss is continuing. Each year the Forest Service moves
its fences further onto the land of the small Mexican-American farmer.
Today, of nearly nine million acres of National Forest land in New
Mexico, 627 thousand acres is on grant lands uhich uera confirmed
by Congress. These lands, in 18 different grants, have been grabbed
over the past 81 years.

Much of the National Forest camo from the village common lands,

* The Fa,r Southwest, pp. 486.
** North Dalaota Historg, Yol. 22 No. 4, October, 1956.
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that had always been used free of charge fot graz-rng, ffrewood and
hunting. Today the villagers must pay a fee to t}re federal government
for each cow or sheep grazed, and in case an animal should stray
onto federal land, it can be impounded, sold at auition, and the pro-
ceeds taken by the Forest Service. To the poor farmer, who depends

on his little herd to feed his family, such an event can be an economic
catastrophe. Great resentrnent is also caused by the favoritism of the

Forest Service toward the big Texas cattlemen, timber colporations
and mining companies that are given preferential leasing rights.

Some opponents of the Alianza have argued that Tijerina claims

land belonging to the Indians. But the land involved in these grants

is not being claimud by Indians. On the contrary, such stmggles as

the Taos Indians are carrying on to regain possession of their sacred

Blue Lake Area, now taken over by the Forest Service, and the
demand for the return of over 27,000 acres belonging to the Santa

Clara Indians, which Congress recently also turned over to the Forest

Service, are suPported by the Alianza.
Tijerina has always stressed his own *80 per, cent Indian, 2'0 per

cent Spanish' heritage. Although born in Texas he is at one with the

population of Northern New Mexico, where the Indian strain is very
pronounced.

It must be kept in mind that, in the three colonial centuries, less

than one million Sfianiards came to the Americas-one million Spanish-

speaking people amorg ten or more million native peoples. The first

"i"it.ig[tr 
hw in the Americas came from Spain in 1573, setting forth

absoluie equality under the law of the offspring of Spaniards and In-
dians. The results were observed by Josiah Gregg, who traveled

through New Mexico some three hundreds years later-in 1846-who
estimited the number of "spaniards" at a mere one thousand by com-

parison with sixty thousand "mixed" population. In recognition of
their heritage, the term "Indo'Hispano" has found favor among both

old and young Alianzistas.
Those who struggle for land have been further encouraged by the

success of some Indians who received cast settlements for their claims.
The Seminoles have recently won cornPensation of $40 million for
most of Florida at land values of 80 to 100 years ago. Similarly, the
Indian Claims Commission awarded $29 million to California tribes
in 19M. Cheyenne-Arapho tribes won $14 million for a fraction of
the value of their holdings in the West, and eiglrt Sioux otganiza-
tions were awarded $12.2 million for 29 million acres, including
nearly half of Minnesota. In 1946, the jicarilla Apaches of New
Mexico were "compensated for 14 million acres. The Alianza, how-
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ever, is not seeking cash settlement. "Where grant lands are now
held by private persons, Congress should use its power of eminent
domain to restore them to the descendants of the original grantees
now residing on or near the grant by the payment of adequate
compensation," the Alianza demands.

The Supreme Court has repeatedly said that the title to lands granted
prior to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is a political question for
Congress to decide. At present the Alianza is attempting to get Con-
gress to conduct a federal investigation into the legal status of these
land grants. Such a bill*H.R. 818-was introduced by Congressman
Henry Gonzalez (D.-Texas) in March, 1969, but it never got out of
the Rules Committee The Alianza plans to make the reintroduction of
such a measure, with proper support for its passage, an issue in the
1970 election campaign.

In the meantime, a petition has been ftled with the Supreme Court
seeking review of the conviction of Reies Lopez Tijerina and two
associates on charges stemming from a confrontation with Forest
Rangers in 1966. The Alianza charges tJre government officials "arti-
ffcially created" the confrontation and that t}e "Forest Service of-
ffcers indicated their pupose was to frustrate the Alianza aims of
getting a case into a U.S. court to receive a iudicial determination of
their land claims."

It must be stated that far too little is lnown of this struggle through-
out the land. Without the support of people's organizations every-
where, the cause of the Mexican-Americans in New Mexico will be
crushed. It is, therefore, important to acquaint progressive-minded
people of this struggle so that support will come in the pursuit of
legislation and for the freedom of Tijerina and his associates.

BEV. PErER I. RIGA

Marxist-[hristian
ilialogre, A Proposal

The reality of the Marxist-Christian dialogue has been with us now
for some years but, for a multiciplicity of reasons, it has not taken
hold in the U.S. The reason, fundamentally, is the sort of anti-Com-
munist propaganda which we in the American Catholie community
have received ever since the encyclical on Communism (Dioini Re-

demptoris) of Pius XI in 1937. The cold war (and the hot ones too)
have exacerbated the problem which is coupled with a form of iden-
tiffcation of Christianity with the American socio-economic system

in the U.S. This notion has been translated into the much vaunted
"Judeo-Christian culture" of the West pitted against the incarnate
atleistic-materialistic Marxist thrust from the East.

Such caricatures of Chrisianity as the basis of Western culture
continue to exercise strong influence on many Christians in the U.S.

to the degree that.it is extremely difficult to even bring up the subject
of the Marxist-Christian dialogue. The reality of the matter is that
both East and West are predicated on the same factor: economic
materialism exercised in varient ways.

The reality is also that at no one time in human history can Chris-
tianity be totally identiffed with any one culture or economic system.
This is to commit idolatry for, in the Christian eonception, man's
future is the absolute who is God and He alone. Therefore, as we
progress toward this future, any culture or ideology which attempts
to deffne man in terms short of this absolute future must come under
severe Christian criticism. This ideology can come from the 'Right"
in establishing the status quo as the ,primary referential point of man
or from the "Left" that posits the future unalienated state of human
existence wherein man will be totally free. Both of these are ideolo-
gies because they encompass man as a whole, economically as well
as philosophically, within a particular anil limiting deffnition. This is
why the Christian must oppose Marxism, conceived as a philosophical
conception of man, as well as all forms of ideological fascism for the
same reasons. Therefore, protest and criticism are an essential attrib-
ute of Christianity both with regard the Left and the Right precisely
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because man cannot be deftned by any ideology but must be left
open to his absolute future who is God.
-This 

does not imply, of course, that the Christian can be indifierent
to the state and well-being of man in history. Indeed, it is within
history that the beginnings- of eternity are commenced in the devel-
opment of human justice, love and compassion. The Christian is open

to his absolute future but whose effects must be felt and seen in the
area of space and time. Otherwise, this absolute future of man is seen

as an escape from man, not a commitment to him. The only criteria
which the Christian has for judging the passing forms of cultural,
political and economic well-being of man is the following: whether
it promotes or retards (or even destroys) man's development i1 func-
tion of its total view of man and humanity. The forms of implemen-
tation of this ideal is left completely to the freedom and ingenuity
of man during difierent periods of his historical existence. It is on

this basis, I think, that some form of fruitful dialogue between Chris-

tianity and Marxism can be brought about.
The essence of the problem of Marxist-Christian dialogue resides

precisely in the theoretical impasse created by two divergent theo.
retical systems based on the various philosophical presuppositions of
both sides. The dialogue must begin with an evaluation of these
philosophical presuppositions in order to see whether they can be
separated from the properly economic and scientffc basis of these
presuppositions. The fact of the matter is that today for the majority
of men (who Iive in the "underdeveloped world' of Latin America,
Asia, Africa and the Near East), the great problem is economic
liberation from the domination of the rich nations, particularly the
U.S. In order to accomplish this goal, for the most part, the third
world uses the theoretical economic analysis derived from the theories
of Marxism-Leninism. The Christian may well ask himself whether
such economic-political theory is acceptable from the point of view
of the Christian faith and, if it is, how much scientiffc theory can be
separated from the philosophical presuppositions in which such a

theory is encased. This is a vety difficult task indeed but not an im-
possible one. Is there perhaps a third way which can make its way
between liberal capitalism and the Marxist materialistic dialectic?
Many Christians are thinking on precisely this problem.

The reality for the immediate future seems to be-at least in ths
poor nations of the world-that Christians are headed into a totally
iocialistic concept of their societies as the only way for the present
toward economic development. The motives behind this movement
seem to be dedicated by Christian faith, that is, an endeavor to ffnil
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the technical means of realizing human development on all levels
which numerous Popes have said are a moral obligation: economic
dignity and liberation, human and civil rights, full employment and
social justicq etc. But in order to avoid the dangers inherent in every
socialistic system, an intensiffed effort must be made by Christians
and Marxists alike, to examine the economic and social theories of
each. These theories today are precisely the reasons why Marxists
and Christians are not able to dialogue with each other in order to
profft from each other's valid views on the social and economic order.
It would be a profoundly false type of ecurnenical dialogue between
these two groups for them to proceed to communal action on present
problems without ffrst examining their philosophical presuppositions
which are at the basis of their conceptualization of the present eco-
nomic order.

For the Christian, there can be no such thing as a "perfect" society
or a "Christian" society; there are only the means and ways to best
promote man's dignity and welfare from the slavery of economic and
social alienation and the forces of unfreedom. There can be no such
thing as "Christiart'' policies for 'lChristian" economics. There is only
man as supreme value here below and it is man himself who is the
middle and essential term in the dialogue between believer and
unbeliever. The Christian cannot dislocate man and his faith outside
the world; he mtist be engaged within the world of concrete man
with concrete problems. He cannot escape into a false mysticism or
an illusory transcendentalism where the affairs and need of men are
left 'here below." Man s future is God but the ffrst fruits of the
kingdom must be able to be seen by men in the world "so that they
may glorify your Heavenly Father who is in heaven."

In,working toward this end the Christian fulftlls the great com-
mandment of christ to devote oneself to the brother out of love. If
there is in the develop-ment of culture, for example, at the level of
the exact sciences, a danger _of expecting from them the only cri-
terion of the true, there are also in the same scientiffc research done
in common, with patience, objectivity, and forgetfulness of self,
values which can be seen as "an evangelical prepaiation," and which
can be informed, enlightened and transffgured by the love of God
working through the Christian in the world.

The Marxists must recognize this evolution in christian thinking
if they are to enter into dialogue with what, to date, they have perse-
cuted in the name of "alienation." But Christians musl ako rlatze
that there is the other side of_the dialogue: understanding the goals
of Marxism, and recognizing that the values at stake today are Iruly
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their own, rooted in the Christian heritage. We should not be misled
by the fact that these values are not expressed in scholastic ter-
minology, nor even by the fact that the struggle for true values in
the social order has often divorced itself from personal values which
have become discredited by making religion a private affair. Chris-
tians are embarrassed by the self-centered values of some Christians.
From the point of view of the Christian, who has created a religion
in his own image and likeness, the entire struggle for peace, freedom
and universal brotherhood, as it is being lived and sufiered by man-
kind today, must seem utterly foreign. However, it is encumbent on

the Christian to examine and evaluate these values in the light of
Christian faith as well as the teeming desire of modern man for
revolutionary change.

This is above all true of Communist theory which stands philo-
sophically opposed to Christian faith. For the present day theore-
ticians of Marxist doctrine, the perfect society of the future will be
essentially atheistic, since the transition to a communist society will
be the result not only of a certain program established by the organi-
zation and distribution of goods, but it will also flow from the con-

stitutive (ontological) structure of reality itself.
This Marxist ontology-or description of things as they are-is not

a crass materialism. In understanding such a theory, we must not
think of an opposition between materialism and spiritualism as a
dichotomy, but rather we must speak of a materialistic monism; of
the unity and autonomy of the empirical world by which and in
which man arises as its supreme conscience and manifestation.

Marxist man thus perfects himself by working on the world in the
ambit of its economic and social relations, according to the laws of
dialectic evolution according to which the future will absorb the
anterior stages. The perfection of this future is compared" by the
Marxists to the light of a true intuition, that is, perfection and hap-
piness will consist in the spontaneous and full development and
integration of the human person-by means of necessary relations-
by which he inserts himself into total reality. Such an integration is,

in reality, a communism, not an atomization or division. Submission

to this order of reality is a liberation. The obiective order brings
about the maturity of the subiect. Society signiffes the free expansion

of each individual within the expansion of all the others within
that society.

This ideal perfection of man will be the humanistic reduction to
reality of every potential possibility of man, which can be attained
only by a historical society, to which we must refer all those values
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which are called spiritual values.
The result, in this Marxist analysis, is that man today is neither

fully conscious of his power nor can he reduce all his possibilities
to practice. Either by ignorance or by the deffciency of technical and
social evolution and organization-by virtue of which some usurp
that which belongs to all-man is not fully realized as yet: he remains
alienated from himself and from reality. He must realne himself
more fully in the plenitude of social life by freeing himself from the
pressures and dominion of these alienations. The state of alienation
is expressed in ideologies (philosophical, moral or sociological) which
proceed to elevate to an absolute what is only a relative, transfering
that which in reality is in the hands of man, to some supernafural
category. Every ideology is an abstract system superimposed on man
which intends to hold back the liberating revolution and which cer-
tainly attempts to retard it (by class division, by private and public
divisions, by divisions between time and eternity). Against a truly
human evolution, ideologies subordinate man to nafule, or to other
men, or to God.

This essential negation of religion and its aspirations to the trans-
historical or transcendental and the consequent reduction of man to
the socio-temporal life, is not, properly speaking, for the Marxists,
an act of denial or renunciation; they neither believe that man does

not know what he must hope for or do (as among the agnostics) nor
do they deny that these religious aspirations have real content in
themselves (as among pessimistic existentialists). According to Marx-
ist theory, these aspirations of man are projected on God in an illusory
manner, but are not in themselves illusory. They can be moreover
reduced to reality in the future ideal society, which will make man
"unalienated," by absorbing into itself these 'divine values." Thus
this new form of Marxist society has dedicated itself to a united
effort towards a new humanism.

Moreover, this Marxist atheism has within itself its own escha-
tology, i.e., the ffnal and orientational signiffcations of man and his
creation. We must judge this atheism in this light since the validity
of this atheistic interpretation of history and man depends on its
eschatology. It is for this reason that the Marxist atheistic interpre-
tation can say that religion is an alienation to the degree that man
can do for himself that which religion formerly did by prayer and
other means. In the perfect communist state where man is totally
identiffed with himself in his created spacio-ternporal ambitus, re-
ligion would be quite superf.ous. There every aspiration of man will
be satisffed and if desire or hope still remain, they will be entirely
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view which is not dependent on its formal rejection of religion. It is

u).rng, in the spirit of oul times, to restore to people a Purpose in life
and to give the whole struggle of mankind a higher meaning. Chris-

tians cannot ignore this efiort, to the extent that it is directed at
human and moral progress.

Even more to the point, Marxist atheism makes a crushing indict-
ment of Christians. If they examine its criticism, Christians can recog-
nize that its most important argument is the fact that Christianity,
during its almost two thousand years of exisence, has failed to do
away with poverty, slavery, wars and social disorder. Christians have
betrayed their mission in the world. They have allowed their faith
to be used to support the powerful against the weak, to become a
weapon against the small, contributing to their bondage. Christians
cannot erase these facts from the history of Christianity, but they can
learn from them, and in a spirit of deep humility before God and His
Son, Jesus Christ, acknowledge the guilt of past generations which
clings to us who strive today to bear the message of Christ. Since
atheism does confront us with these facts, however, it is justiffed in
standing against us.

This exposition of Marxist theory now leads us to the important
problem of its relationship to Christian faith. We have seen that be-
tween these two humanisms, as presently constituted, there is an in-
surmountable impasse. How is it possible, then, to have any dialogue
at the profoundest level of unfls1s[snding? There are some points
which can be mutually examined and which might lead us out of
our present impasse.

From the Christian point of view, what can Marxism mean for
Christians themselves? It could be seen purely in its completely phil-
osophical dimension-as we have done above*or it can be seen as

a science which attempts to discover the hidden structures of our
economic system, thereby permitting us to detect the economic causes
of dehumanization in modern industrial soeiety, both domestically
as well as internationally. After analyzing these causes, scientiffc
Marxism then attempts to propose remedies for these abuses. Thus
Marx, in order to radically transform present economic society, pro-
posed. the collective ownership of the means of production. This, of
course, has since come to mean 'socialism" pure and simple.

It is therefore quite possible for Christians to have recourse to
Marxist scientiffc analyses of the economic situation (and its critique
of the present structure ) without the necessity of having to accept [he
atheistic-philosophical ffnal interpretation of the historical process.
It would, in such a case, be Marxism as a science which would indi.

circumscribed within the sphere of the possibilities of the economic
and social world. Not that religion and what it hoped for will be
realized materially, but rather that tension will cease-, or better, that
the disparity between the objective possibilities of man and his sub-
jective tendoncies will eease.

Christians must not approach this whole explanation in a polemic
or apologetic. They must use it as a way to dialogue. The anti-ag-
nostic bent and realistic spirit of Marxism can lJad to a positive
dialogue which, up till now, because of lack of sincere and open love
of truth, has been impossible-as the Pope notes in his encyclical
Ecclesiam Suam. Precisely because Marxiits tend to recognize the
fullness of human reality, christians must inyite them to consider this
tendency,to God not as an alienation but rather as a dynamic per-
fection of man, as we have explained it above.

christians sometimes see in the conc_ept of atheisrn the negation
of all moral and religious values. An atheist is for them , 

"o.r"glo.r,-erate- of ewerything negative. In short, he is a degenerate. It is true
-and an honest and sensitive atheist is able to admit it-that peqple
have often resorted to atheism to get rid of a[ moral valu6s and
norms. Even today we can see such cases. But such an atheism is
not the ybject of o-ur present analysis. we must distinguish even
aponq the various forms of atheism. rt is a gross simpliffcation to
identify atheism as a whole with its most negative form. The sweep-
ing declaration that atheists are 'teyond good and evil,, is an efi&t
to relieve us of the obligation in truth to penetrate more deeply
into the precise nature of atheism and to ask- if it is not christians
wh9, throySlh their poor example as Christians, helped give rise to
it. Their daily eontact with various kinds of atheists forces christians
to recognize that Marxist atheism is not merely a biased denial of
religion, from a trifling encounter with some shallow-souled believer
(which kind of encounter incidentally gives little wit'ress to chris-
tian faith), but that such an atheism 

-represents 
instead a struggle

from a new starting point toward a solution of moral probrems iird
in fact toward the most basic qu_estions of life. Marxisi atheism ap.
pears as a humanistic view of life, elaiming the whole *ur, ,rid
seeking to solve all his problems, thus giving him a certitude and
moral norm for living, much like that found through christian faith.

Marxist atheism is more tha_n simply an anti-church or anti-rerigious
campaign. If w_e were to iudge Marxist atheism solely on the basis
of its propagan{a, the picture would be just as poor as would be a
judgmtzr-t on religious consciousness based on attendance ffgures at
religious services. Marxist atheism is stiving for a revolutionary world
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cate what would have to be done to ass,re the christian idear of
justice, fraternity and love-which are all moral demands of the chris-
tian faith. It is the economy (whatever shade) which must serve this
ideal, not man serving the economy as is now the case with both
modern capitalism and communism.

_ 
It-is perfectly reconciliable with christian faith that a christian see

the Marxist economic cadres as the best organization of the economy
to accomplish 'the above mentioned christian aims. Thus in this form
gf :"o":Ti" critique, Marxism would be only one particulrr (posri_
ble) solution to the generar probrem of the ,6htiorr&iip oi r"i"o"" tofaith-a hurdle which mainrine christianity has long ,ir"" o".r"o*u.
The faith of a Christian is never dependent ,rpor, ,ii"rr"e even if hisfaith gives science an orientation. tJit not poslsible to hopu at 

"t 
lro.n

their side, Marxists will come to crearry dis'engage and siparaie their
science and its critique from their urtimate ihiiosophicaf mtirprao-
tion oI this science? rs it not possibre for tLem tJ see*as we have
explained above-that the chrisiian can be a scientiffc Marxist which
need not and, indeed, of itserf, cannot dictate trru ,riijiiv-o, ,orr-
validity of. a religious possibirty or ideorogy? k ,"tigio" ,"rily1i-pty
an alienation of man away from historiJ'diarecticzr rrrt"ri'rrir* o,
can it be conceived of as having its own positive varuep rn any case,if scientiffc Marxism can be se-parated fro* phirorophi*i t,tlr"ir*,
there can !e n-o question concirning the freldorn 6r tn" christianto accept the former as his o*, 

"ri-tiq,re 
of present day economic

society.
on the other hand, the Marxists must see that, rike Marx himserf,

religion w1s n9t only $e result of real spiritual ionging and aspira-
tions but that it was also an authentic protest agairist ihis spiritual
distress of man and gave it the responsi of "Go8" i; ,;l"r'worrd
to come. Hence- religion presents us with both a positive and a nega-
tive aspect as is seen in the historical evolutioi of christianity"in
both its constantinian as weil as its apocalyptic traditior. it 

"']or ",tradition is one which opts for the stlatus qLo in a form of synbiosis
with societal reality as il exists; whire the apocalyptical traiition is
o1e 9f protest against this established order i" *6 Lame of a future
which is to come since "man has no abiding city here b"ro*.,, tt i,
from this Iatter tradition that we have had th"e .,rriiorr historical revo-
lutions and messianic communities of the milleniunr. which .".trirty
exaggerated this expectation of the future in the nou but whi"h,
nevertheless, kept this authentic protesting tradition alive in the
Church.

f,lus, agpo1ding to the Marxists, rerigion takes its origin from legiti-

,{
'l
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mate aspirations and eriticism but which are, in reality, due to the
failure of technology and science to eliminate mart's basic insecurity,
fear of death and impotency before nature. It is from these fears-
which have now been or are becoming ever more, overcome by his-
torical dialectical materialism-which were responsible for the oiigins
of religion. Therefore religion is a passing phenomenon of man's-ex-
istence until such time as science and technology can overcome the
manifold alienations of man. Many Marxist theoreticians think that
a nation can speed up this process by making religion outlawed or
at_ least by an intensiffed atheistic propagandi by the state and by
education. This would seem to be illogical, for if religion will disap-
pear the more scientiffc and technologically advanced a people G-
come, then there would seem to be no special need to bothei about
religion and so to let it go its own way. Indeed to persecute religion
from simply a pragmatic point of view, is only to make a martln' out
of it, and so prolong its influence among people that much longer.

This phenomenon _of separation ( science-theory of phirosophical
explanation ) can perhaps ofie: us a solution for mutual dialogue and
respect between Marxists and Christians. It is evident that Christian
and Marxist humanism are mutually exclusive for the reasons we have
given above: the one is predicated on an absolute future beyond his-
t-ory and yet als-o present in history; the other is predicated within
the strict circumference of history so that any refereirce to a '"beyond"
is totally illusory and alrenating for man. Yet Marxism attempts to
impos_e historical materialism and atheism in the name of scitence-
something which science, of itself, simply cannot do. The iact of the
matter is that both Marxists and christians want the same thing:
!hat.is, a fully r_ealized -hTr" person and society witlin history
totally unalienated from the slaveries of unfreedom. ye! the Marxists
wish to accomplish this in such,a way that religious aspbations qu,a
religious will be no longer_ needed and will 

"orr"qo"rrily 
disappear

from the human scene. The whole question which chiistianJ 
-and

Marxists must answer is the following: is it possible to disassociate
the atheistic humanism of Marx from the science and critique of the
economy which he also developed?

This Marxist humanism is not, ffrst of all, a search for a sort of
"terrestial messianism;" This humanism is not and cannot be ..anonv-

mously Christian" or "true Christianity." This is simply arrd p,rreiy
false. Marx started from the notion of work ,rrd *ith other'allied
conc-epts such as production relationships and productive forces, and
by their use, attempted to treat scientiffcalry tG hrr-r., social reality
and existenca iRFqfflX 4$ it is productive (homo faber), in the very

,{

{
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same movement (and it is here that we meet the- g-reat difficulty of

Jiuiog""; he ehtorated a general conception oI hum""..,"r*]:tuo"u

itself-which did away with ieligion. Mari uses the term "ideology''

(religion) in this conte*t and a['ibutes total autonomy to the forces

of ai'A""ii""l historical materialism. It is this conception o1 inlerpre-

tation of human existence that we call Marxist (philosophical) hu-

manism which is built upon historical materialism'

Christians rightly ask whether such a conception-of human, exist-

ence can fully"explain all that is in man. Indeed they agk whether

such a humanism 
"an 

euen answer such a question, since this human-

istic conception is predicated on such a limited basis, namely, upon

work and'productiie relationshipr. Tlir philosophical 
-extrapolation

of Marx ca'n rightly be criticized by the Christian, as indeed it can

;; 6-;t othZr iorm of humanism, as being too 
-Poverty 

stricken

to errcompass or take in the total human reality and its phonomena.

How do 
^Marxists 

explain the continuation-in certain cases, the in-

"r"rr"-of 
the religioris and ethical elan evert in countries which have

Ions since been socialistic, and in which the offtcial propaganila of

the"state was and is atheistic, as well as persecutorious of all forms

;- ;;Ugi"" or ethical concern, outside the boundaries of official

Marxisri? Marxism claims to make a great efiort to achieve maximum

t,r*uo dignity, in both liberty and cultural enrichment for all men

without di"stinction of nationaiity, tace, sex, or religion. Th-e fact of

tlle matter remains that even in so socialistic a country as the soviet

union we have seen and continue to see elements of racism and

racial discrimination, for example, the episode of the discrimination

;;-M;;;* against tlack African students in 1966. And what shall

we say conceining the persecution of religion and religious leaders

brth fi the Soviet"Uniori and in socialistic countries, a fact which is

U"iU"rr"a by oficial atheistic propaganda of the mass media in those

countries?--il; 
Marxist theoreticians (v.g. Althusser, Garaudy), faced. with

tfrl, i"A of reality, have tried to J*ptain the permanence of religi'ous,

"tt 
i"rt and aesthetical superstructuies, by saying that such structures

are in themselves autonoinous and are only determined by the eco'

nomic factor in the last instance'

Yet, this explanation explains nothing, and does nothing CI(cePt to

remove the problem one step backward instead of facing the problem

itself. Whaf criteria do these theoreticians use to determine what is
a rclatioe superstructure and what is lhat absohtta 

-superstructure 
in

function of which all the rest are ftnally reduced? If we say that it is
simply from the science of economy as infuencing the total human
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reality, we have here not a fact of science but a presupposition of
philosophical interpretation of total human reality.

In order to avoid this unwarranted confusion, it must be clearly
stated that science has its absolute autonomy vis-a-vis any and every
ideology (Christian, Marxist, etc.) and that therefore we-must disas-
sociate scientiffc materialism and philosophical materialism (or, if
one prefers, atheistic humanism). Science is materialistic of and by
its very_ nature, and by its method, and one cannot impose a philo-
sophical materialism-which is an ideology, not a scienee-in the
name of science. Therefore, our conclusion here is clearl neither
Christian nor Marxist humanism can be imposed in the namo of
science and that, consequentln science is thereby set free to follow
its own autonomous course without reference to any ideology, Left,
Right or middle. Every ideological pretension which attempts to
mask or propose itself in the name of tcience" must be seen to be
false. The tragedy is that when this is done-as is the case in Marxism

-the legitimate Marxist criticism and scientiffc analyses of the eco-
nomic order are seen by many to have to be rejected. If this disasso-
ciation between Marxism as a science and Marxism as a philosophical
interpretation can be brought about, it can easily be seen how much
the christian can profft by this Marxist scientiffc analysis and criti-
cism of present economic structures. The Christian can aetually use
and apply them in-his own construction and elaboration of the eco-
nomic order.

To a certain extent, this has already happened in some catholic
circ-le-s. The encyclicalPowlarum Progressio of paur vI does propose
a global vision of man.and a very general idea of what hum# prog_
ress actually is (i.e., the integral develop*urrt of every *rr, ,r-d ,til
men), and is satisfied with some very general observations of what
would go, against 

-this 
christian conception of progress and devel-

opment. Yet, outside these very general observationsl the fteld is left
wide open to variant forms of scientiffc analyses of the hidden mecha-
nisms which control the national and international economic order
and those things within it that are responsible for underdevelopment
and the moral degadation of almost two-thirds of the humari race.
scientiffc Marxist analysis 9f this economic structure can bg vrithin
this context, fully accepted by the christian in his own endeavors
in this regard. In other words, the christian is perfectry free with
regard to scientiffc Marxism but not with regard to philosophical
Marxism.

For instance, with regard to the rjght to private property, the Marx-
ist analysis would say that much of our economic illJare due to pri-
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vate ownership of the means of production; therefore, the,se must

be nationalizet and oublicly o*o-"d for the common good of all'

Such an analysis *oritd be'fully acceptable to the Christian if he

actually was convinced that such an analysis were economically cor-

rect. In such a case, the subtraction of the means of production from

private to public ownership would be done not by reason -of 
the

^Marxist phiiosophical interpietation of work, production-, etc', but by

reason oi the fad that such an economic analysis makes economic

good sense. There really is no "Christian'economics; only 
-an 

ec-onomy

irt i"t assures dignity, development and subsistence to each and every

man-which "rt" 
U" a""o*flith"d in a multiplicity of means and

ways. christianity cannot superimpose any one or another economy

in ihe name of science for the reason that science is not ideology

and that the economic dimension is far too complex to be solved

once and for all by any one or several "solutions." The only criteria

for a Christian in parficipating in the econornic order is: will this

economy or form of iconomy truly advance each and every man within

its circumference of effectiveness.

It must be hoped that Marxist ideology can also separate itself

from Marxist scieirtiffc econornics much as Christianity has done and

is today doing. It is only in this way that the- greatness of Marxist

economic theoiy can reach the apogee it truly deserves'

HERBEAT APTHEIGB

fomments on Father
Higa's "Proposal"

- Father Riga's forthrightness is well known-and. not only to the
hierarchy in his own church! It shines forth again in the freshness
and vigor oJ his "proposal." The followirrg co-*errts are ofiered in
the spirit of his own contribution

Deeply appreciated is the frankness with which Fr. Riga notes the
existence and persistence of an anti-communist obsession in certain
Roman Catholic circles, especially in the United States. I would add,
however, that its malignancy has markedly declined and that Fr.
Riga seems to underestimate the degree to which a christian-Marxist
dialogue has_been going forward-certainly for the past five years-
in the united states. His own contribution-ofiered to the theoretical
o_rgan- of the Communist Party-marks a further development of
that dialogue.

Fr. RiSa sees the possibility of fruidul dialogue for he rejects the
notion that atheism in general, and Marxism in particular, iepresent
some kind of degeneration. On the contrary, he emphasiies the
humanist essence of Marxism; he sees it "dedicated . . . to a united
effort towards a new humanism" and striving 'to restore to people
a pulpose j" !fua' Particular aspects of its analysis-especiilly-in
economics-he thinks have merit; if only these "scientiffc"-aspecis of
Marxism co_uld be separated from the 'philosophical," he urfes, dia-
logue could really go forward.

, Since Fr. Riga is offering his cssay in the hope of enhancing dia_
logue, he surely will welcome the expression by this Communist of
some doubts and obiections; without these the very need for dialogue
would disappear.

Fr. Riga tends to make what he calls the "scientifc" aspects of
Marxism entirely economic; in this sense he reduces Marxism to
economic determinism. On the other hand, he makes what he calls
Marxism's "philosophical"_ aspects Utopian. Above all, his whole plea
is based on separating the "scientiffc" from the "philosophical,'; no
Marxist could ever agree to this-and remain a Marxist. On the other
hand, it is not clear to me why one who ffnds it impossible to embrace
the totality of Marxism but is attracted to certain features of it could
not, on that basis, engage in dialogue theoretically and in common
aetion practically.
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Marxists do not seek to "im1nse" historical materialism and atheism
upon science, as Fr. Riga says; Marxists think that a scientiffe view
is one that eventuates in atheism and that no generalization, in the
area of history, is so efiective as is historical materialism. This position
is certainly subject to argument and there has been no lack of suc,h

argument; but the Marxian position Per se is not antiscientiffc in the
sense of imposing upon science. I sense here in Fr. Riga the idea
that science is and must be 'heutral"; this is widely held but, all the
same, deeply false. If the humanistic source and assumption and
purpose of science is stripped from it, one may have antiquarianism
or expertise, but he does not have science.

Fr. Riga frequently affirms that Marxism projects a "perfect society
of the future,o a society that would be free of tensions and in which
"every aspiration of man will be satisffed." I do not ffnd that in
Marxism and to project perfection and absence of tension would surely
be incongruous for one whose whole system of thought was basically
dialectical! Marxism nowhere proiects a termination to the Process
of history; hence, Marxism insists upon the persistence of tension and
contradiction and unfulfflled aspirations. It also insists that the nnttne
of such tensions and contradictions and frustrations may be altogether
altered by transformations in the social order ( and therefore in those
making up that order) and that these need not always be of an anti-
human and exploitative and destructive character.

The central importance of this becomes clear when one notes that
Fr. Riga on the basis of this misconception of Marxism is able to
pose Christianity against both Left and Right, and in doing that he
does not hesitate to equate Marxism even with fascism. I do not mean
for a moment that Fr. Riga puts Marxism on a level with fascism;

of course he does not. But I do mean, that in calling Marxism an
'ideology" in the pejorative sense, he ffnds Christianity compelled
to reject it "as well as all forms of ideological fascism."

Actually here the distinction is not only basic between Marxism
and fascism, but also between Marxism and all Right outlooks because

such are wedded to the status quo and are therefore closed in a

philosophical sense. Marxism is the opposite; it is always and under

a1l conditions dynamic.
I ffnd Fr. Riga rather too rigid and too sweeping in his own ap

proaches to Christianity; this fows largely from his non-class method.
He writes of what Christianity "cannot do"; that it cannot escape

into a 'Talse mysticisnt'' or "an illusory transcendentalism." But, of
course, Fr. Riga means to write that Christianity shoulil not do these
things; he certainly Inows that many who affirm they are Christians
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insist that it is the mysticism and the transcendentalism whidt arc
Christianity. In that sense, Fr. Riga's exuberance misleads him when
he writes that Christians "must be engaged" in social action. He
means that in his opinion as Christians they ought to be, but 

-surely
he knows, that many (perhaps most) refuse to be so engaged, and

some base this refusal exactly on their understanding of Christianity.
Those who think this way aie by no means conftned to the Right of

the Christian spectrum; consider, for example, the writings of Jacques
Ellul.* This alio is of importance because the strain in Christianity
(and in religion in general) which induces passivity_is fundamental
if one is to present fully the Marxian critique thereof,

Fr. Riga's iigiaity appears, too, in his nobly frank but excessively

sweeping condimnation, as "Christians have be-traye{ their mission

in the iorld." In this same Passage, he writes that Marxism "makes

a crushing indictment of Cliristians." I don't think so, and I think
Fr. Riga'i indictment ls crushing and_ therefore excessive. Marxists

have iidicted and do indict institutionalized religions and hierarchies,

which have made of their instruments and their persons tools of
reaction and suppression, but Marxists do not and should not simPly

indict Christiani. No Marxist ev€r indicted John Brown or Nat

Turner; this has been left to eminent non-Marxist historians and

best-selling novelists. A Marxist takes an historical materialist, a

class approach and distinguishes sharply between a Brown and a

Metteriiih, a Nat Turner and a Francisco Franco, although all four
called themselves Christians.

Fr. Riga,s absence of any class approach leads to a certain naivet6

in his splendid appeals, as.when he writes that Christians may "have

,u"o*r6 to Marxist scientiftc analyses of the economic situation."

Again, such christians as Nixon and Eastland are not likely to take

,.[h ,""orrrse and it will not be Christianity that determines this

failure. This same deffeiency appears in Fr. Riga's concept of social-

ism, for if this is presented aJ iimply a question of economics and

notiring is said of pbwer and class then he is not writing of socialism.

A[ thi has its pliilosophical bearings, for Marxism as a whole and

its program, inJluding- its economic prograqr, cannot be divorced

frori iti total view oisociety and especially from its concePt of the

nature of revolution and the-charactei and role of the working class.

I sensed, too, a certain provincialism in Fr. Riga's approach' Thus,

when he writes of "the poor nations of the world'he not only ignores

* They have been voluminous; but on the point being made above see espe-
cially hii Ytabrce: Refoctions trom a Christian Perspeotioe (New Yor\ 1969,
Sea6ury Press).
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the class divisions among Christians-for example, in Latin America;

h" igrore, also the fact tf,at among T-ott 9f the people.in 1c\11tions
where religion i, pres"rrt, it is noI Christianity,^a' ltt the Arab world

and in Asia and in much of Africa.
At some points, Fr. Riga speaks of- Marxists as among those who

p"rr"*," tfie religiour; tu ,irit"s of Marxist theoreticians who in

their efiort to overcome religiosity would hasten the process "by

;;ld"t re5gion outlawed." H.-e na*es no such theoreticians and I
Iinow none such. Ceriainly Marx and Engels and Lenin not only did

,,oi trgg"tt such a 
"orrr" 

but all repeatedly denounced as..wrong

,rra ,r"iat-defeating any Persecution of religion, let alone its out-

lawry.
There are certain quarrels I have with details, too, which, thoqgh

details, have larger iirplications. Thus, Fr. Rig-a yftel of racial dis-

crimination in sicialist-nations and cites one-highly dubious-report
of this afiecting Africans in Moscow some years ago' Jhe- fact is,

whatever the d"etails may have been about the particular incident,

that tens of thousand, of Afri"rrrs have chosen to be educated in the

ussR, and in other socialist states, and have lived there freely and

that tiris has existed for years and exists today. Indeed, when one

considers the whole phenomenon of racism and remembers how

widespread and viciouJ it was in many of the socialist lands, prior to
their ievolutions, the thing which, I suggest, should attract Fr' Riga

-as one devoted to SocIa[st Christianlty-is the remarkable suc-

cesses achieved from the soviet union to cuba in cleansing their

societies of that poison.
Again, Mr. Riga writes that there are socialist lands where "the

relig"ious and ethical elnni' have been maintained and even increased.

fhii is the nearest to unfairness Fr. Riga comes, for he seems to be

identifying religion with ethics which would leave those of us who

are irriligious as moral idiots-a caricature he him,self argues aglin$
earlier iri his essay. Further, I know of no socialist land in which

religiosity has been shown to have increased; on the contrary, all the

eviJencs is the other way. As for its being still in existence this in
no way contradicts Marxism for Marx held that religious_{eeling was

nururri*y so long as the mysteries of Nature were not, fully mastered

and so long as injustice or inequities persisted in social arrangements.

I larow no-land in which both-or either-of these two conditions set

forth by Marx himself for the eliminati,on of religion have arrived.

Fr. Riga concludes his stimulating paper^bI ltating ,h-r, , christian
..is perfJctly free with regard to scientiffc Marxism but not with
,ug"ra to philosophical Marxism.' I have already arguecl that such
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separation destroys Marxism; but let us accept Fr. Riga's position and

affirm that on its basis dialogue is certainly possible. For to have

dialogue one must have difierences; surely Fr. Riga is not seeking

corrvJtgenc"? One conducts the dialogue not to convert one or the

other partner but rather for mutual enlightenment.
On the basis of the respect needed for efiective dialogue, and on

the basis of the mutual enlightenment that fows from effeetive dia-

logue, we may both-Marxisi and Christian-retain our philosophical
vi6ws and work together, as Fr. Riga says, building "a united efiort

towards a new humanism"-especially in our own nation, so sorely

in need of it.

CORNECTION

Inadvertently several lines were left out in the article "The Road
to Peace in the Middle East," by Wolf Ehrlich, in the August, 1969

issue. On p. 43 the second, third and fourth paragraphs below sub'
head should read:

The occupation is now in its third year. Two years- after the

June, 1967 iggression, none of the genuine problems facing the
people of Israel has been solved. Aggression and occupation have
only aggravated them. The people of Israel need peace. There is

no peace for us. The people of Israel need security. The security
situation was never as bad as now. The people of Israel need un-
derstanding with the Arab peoples. But hatred is mounting.

As long as the occupation goes on, aggression goes on. This is

the decisive fact of the present situation.

It increases the dependence of the Israeli government on imper'
ialism, mainly U.S. imperialism, economically, p-olitically, militarily.
In their ]une aggression, the Israeli rulers relied on, and were
backed by, the United States. The Israeli rulers tried to serve the
imperialidt aims of liquidating the anti-imperialist regimes in neigh'
boiing countries. In this they failed. They also tried to advance
their own Zionist aims of territorial expansion. In this, they were
temporarily and partly successful. Now, they want- to gather the
fruifs of aggression. They can do so only with the backing of the
United States. To retain this backing remains the main obiect ot
their political tactics.
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A New tity is Born in the GIIH
On October 7, 1969, the German Democratic Republic celebrated

the twentieth anniversary of its birth. Its seventeen million people,

occupying an area the approximate size of New York state, enioy the

highest standards of living of any of the socialist nations. Moreover,

AJ COn ranks today as the seventh largest industrial nation in the

world.* Its economic growth is complemented by signiffcant efiorts

toward stimulating a social, cultural and intellectual life commen-

surate with developing the principles of socialist humanism.

In the southwesf ,"gion of the bDR, about 15 miles south of the

ancient city of Halle, a new, and truly remarkable community is

being built. It is the city of Halle Neustadt. At the 6th Congress of

the Socialist Unity Party in 1963, the creation of this city 
-was 

first

proposed. Now, about bne quarter of it is co-mpleted. Only.a few

yuriggo there was nothing but ope, ffelds. Toda/, the-re are pleasing

and colorful apartment houses, brand new suPerrnarkets, nurserie-s,

kindergartens, ichools, libraries and polyclinics. And everywhere still,

evidenie of the work yet to be completed-huge cranes, piles of

lumber and brick, still unpaved streets. When it is completed in
1976, Halle Neustadt will be a community of 130,000 people' Most

of its residents will be the workers from the huge Buna and Leuna

chemical factories nearby, and their families. In addition, other work-

ers who service the city, as well as local teachers and doctors will
live here.

Halle Neustadt should be of general interest to city planners any-

where in the world. It is also worth attention from the point of view

of the "urban crisis" and how it is solved under socialism. But Halle

Neustadt represents even more than that. It is an efiort,, to plan and

build a city^which, by its architectural design, ecological setting, g-d
functional apparatus promotes human interaction, integrates the life

of the city with the purposes of the whole society, and stimulates

socialist relations between people.
The initial impetus to build Halle Neustadt came because the

thousands of chemical workers lived in a total of 283 difierent villages

and towns around Halle, and for some, it took six horus a day travel-

=Tfrir ""traordinary 
economic growth is attested to even by non-Com-

munist scholars. of partieular interest is .Eost Germattg, by David childs,
published by Ernest Benn, Ltd., London, England' 1969.
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ling time to get to and from work. With new economic plans to
expand the chemical industry, it was clear that something had to
be done to reckon with such an absurdity. Likewise, a new city
should promote new values in a new society.

The architectural engineers who designed Halle Neustadt ex-
plained that they had three primary considerations in determining
its location: 1) an area close to the chemical works; 2) an area that
was free from air pollution; 3 ) an area that was near centers of
physical relaxation, such as forests, lakes and parks. Once the site
had been decided, the city was designed with several major goals
in mind: that private automobiles would not be necessary in the
downtown area, and all through-traffic could be routed around the
city; that any apartment-house complex would be a maximum of an
eight-minute walk to the central train station; that a fast, under-
ground subway could reach the chemical works within ten minutes,
and reach the otrd city of Halle in fffteen minutes; that kindergartens
and elementary schools would be located in a way to enable young
children to get to them without having to cross heavily-trafficked
streets.

Most of the city is already under construction and portions of it
have been completed. It is divided into four housing complexes, plus
a downtown area. Each complex will house between 20,000 and
80,000 people. The apartments vary in size from one to six rooms
(they do not count the bathroom or the kitchen as a room). Rent
will not exceed 10 per cent of a family's monthly income. In our
terms a three-room apartment will be about $25 a month, four rooms
for $30 month. The apartments are fully equipped with all kitchen
accessories including stoves and refrigerators, and all bathroom facili-
ties. The rooms are of reasonable size, with numerous windows to
afiord plenty of light and fresh air. Each aPartment also is designed
to have a balcony large enough for a few chairs. Many are already
adorned with flowers. By any European standards these apartments
are extremely comfortable.

The apartment houses serve as the center for each complex. They
are surrounded by dozens of necessary urban facilities: a large super-
market (including a frozen-food section-something just being intro-
duced in the GDR), retail shops, bookstores, a post office, a bank,
beauty parlor, library, nursery (for children from birth to three
years), a kindergarten (for children from three to six years), an ele-
mentary school (for children from six to sixteen), a polyclinic, etc.
In addition, each complex has abundant areas of grass, fl.owers, trees
and recreational facilities.
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Large expanses of land are being left aside for the creative inspi-
rations of the residents-sort of like People's Park in Berkeley, but
in this instance with the active encouragement of the city planners.
This land, divided into plots for families that desire one, will be
available for the development of private gardens, growing vegetables,
or what-have-you. Throughout the city other areas have been set aside
for exhibitions, ice-skating indoors, swimming pools, gymnasiums,
athletic ffelds. On the outskirts of the city is a natural forest and
lake, to be preserved for camping, swimming, walking. Between the
old city of Halle, and Halle Neustadt, a new track for horse-racing
is under consEuction.

The downtown area is another center of innovation. It will of
course, serve as the center for office buildings, the administrative
needs of the city, the main post office and bank, and additional shops,
and so forth. In addition, eighteen-story apartment houses will be
built, with one or two rooms. These are for young people over 16
years of age who are working or continuing their studies, and no
longer wish to live with their parents. The designers, young them-
selves, reported this with much enthusiasm. They want the downtown
area to be alive and lit up at night. Offices close by late afternoon.
They decided that there was no better way to keep things lively than
to put the young people in the center.

In addition, the downtown area will have a large theater, several
movie-houses, and a symphony orchestra. A new opera house is being
built in the old city of Halle, L5 minutes away by public transpor-
tation. The main library will be downtown, with 100,000 volumes.
Specialized libraries are already available in nearby universities. All
medical care is free. Downtown there will be more specialized med-
ical facilities to augment the local-complex polyclinics. In the old
city of Halle there are fully-equipped hospitals for non-ambulatory
cases.

The downtown area will also serve as the educational center of
Halle Neustadt. There will be high schools (for young people up
to the age of 18), and various trade schools and polytechnical insti-
tutes. Plans are also underway for the building of ?eoplds High
Schools," to be operated in the evenings for full-time workers. All of
this is part of the Third Educational Reform recently adopted in
the GDR.

The national goal is that by 1980, 70 Per cent of all workers will
have the educational equivalent of a bachelor's degree. The educa-

tional proposals encompass a curriculum to garantee not only tech-
nical expertise, but ideological development as well. The latter pro-
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gram is designed to equip people with a working knowledge of
Marxism-Leninism. Within the educational reform great priority is
being given to developing a high level of ideological consciousness
among all the people, most especially the workers. Efiorts are being
made to ensure that all people have substantial }rrowledge of the
problems and goals of economic and social planning under socialism.

There is a tendency, given the scientiftc-technological revolution,
that only a small number of people become expert in the area of
social planning-a tendency toward the formaton of a "technoctacy."
The purpose of the educational reform is to consciously ffght this to
prevent the fragmentation o{ workers away from the productive proc-
esses, and to insure mass participation in social planning. And central
to this, is that people be not only technically expert, but attain a
high level of political and socialist consciousness.

It was unclear to me to what extent the educational program has

been developed so as to guarantee a balanced and well-rounded
curriculum. The emphasis, obviously fowing from pressing need, is

for technically competent and skilled workers, with a developed
knowledge of science-physics, mathematics, chemistry, etc. In addi-
tion, what will be very important, is the development of curricula
in the trade schools and technical institutes designed to stimulate
curiosity and an appreciation of the humanities.

Given the urban insanity prevalent in the United States, the suc-
cessful completion of Halle Neustadt should demonstrate that it is
possible, once having abolished the capitalist socio-economic struc-
ture, to re-order a society's priorities. It is possible to create com-
munities which foster humanist values, and are simultaneously inte-
grated into the mainstream of the scientiffc-technological revolution.

The inter-human relations in U.S. society, so often refecting greed,
corruption, individualism, ruthlessness, cannot be wished away, and
they cannot be solved through utopian conceptions of withdrawal
from society. The fundamental social tensions of our cities-racism,
poverty, disease, taxes, totally inadequate housing, recreation, edu-
cation, sanitation, public transportation, can only be basically tackled
when capitalist relations are abolished. It ls the material availability
of life's necessities, and the elimination of the private appropriation
of wealth, which makes possible, a new basis for society, and for the
expression of humanist values. This goes to the very heart of what
Marx and Engels saw as the central antagonism of capitalist society:
the contradiction between socialized production and capitalist ap-
propriation.

As a result of our urban crisis many bourgeois sociologists have
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insisted that its source is the scientiffc-technological revolution. The
structure of capitalist society, they arguq is functionally stable.
They suggest that there is an irreversible contradiction between the
scientiftc-technological revolution's necessity for rational planning
and humanist values. From this thesis they argue that as socialist
society is industialized it conoerges with capitalism, and develops
an organization and structure indistinguishable from capitalism.
Through such argumentation the central fact of capitalist society-
its exploitative and oppressive character-is obscured and/or denied.

There is no doubt that the scientiffc-technological revolution has a
dynamic of its ovrm, and creates conditions and problems apart from
the social system. But fundamentally it is true to say that, "Science

and technology, rationality and offectiveness never exist 'in them-
selves' and never in themselves exert a humane or inhumane infu-
ence. They acquire their functions and puqloses from the social
system to which they belong. . . ."*

It is this central theoretical premise which socialist society must
now demonstrate to be true. For as socialist society industrializes,
as its science and technology matures, and as it equals or sulPasses

the scientiffc and industrial achievements of the advanced capitalist
countries, moral, ethical, humanist and aesthetic values propel them-
selves into the public consciousness with a new force and a new
quality.

It is from this vantage point, that the successful completion, and
future vitality of Halle Neustadt assumes new and decisive di-
mensions.

* Speech by ltralter Ulbricht Th,e Significd/txae and, Vital Force of the
Teachings of Karl, Mara f or Otn' Era, May, 1968, Berlin, p. 34.

Without the cold and desolation of
winter

There could not be the warmth and
splendor of spring.

Calamity has tempered and hardened
D€,

And turned my mind into steel.

Ho Chi Minh, ?risoro DimA.

IESUS FAnIA

Venezuelan fommunists
Wage Hernic Struggle

I take great pleasure in conveying to you revolutionary greetings
on behalf of the Communists and Communist youth of Venezuela.

The political situation in our country in the sixties is a historical
process rich in important events. The working class and people of
Venezuela are ffghting staunchly and courageously against their
internal enemies and U.S. imperialism.

Our people's ffght against the pro-imperialist governments of Betan-
court and Leoni has added brilliant chapters in the history of
our revolution.

You know that world imperialism, especially the U.S. monopolies,
has made deep inroads into the Venezuelan economy. The imperialists
exploit our world-renowned oil resources and our rich deposits of
iron ore. Foreign investment in our country is enormous and the
U.S. monopolies derive an annual 40 per cent in profft from the
capital invested in the oil industry. This scandalous plunder of
Venezuela's oil resources explains in a way the sharp social and poli-
tical struggles in our country, as well as the marked degradation
of parties and rulers who forget about their political programs and
promises as soon as they ffnd themselves in power.

The ruthless exploitation of Venezuela by the U.S. and other
monopolies angers its patriots. The submission of the country's rulers
to the foreign exploiters objectively helps to unite the most diverse
revolutionary and progressive-minded people, as is evident, in par-
ticular, from the failure of Rockefeller's attempt to visit Caracas.
Whenever patriotic sentiment leads to joint action against foreign
domination, it does not take the people long to win 'the upper hand.

Rockefeller, the most privileged exploiter of the working class
and the riches of Venezuela, a man sent by Nixon to impose new
onerous terms on our people, was unable to visit Lima and La Paz.
Nor could he go to Caracas. The reason for all this was that the
peoples of Latin America united to keep him out. Rockefeller's per-
sonal ffasco was also a ffasco for President Nixon and his predatory
policy in Latin America, whose peoples are going through a period

* Jesus Faria is the General Secretary of the Communist Party of
Venezuela. 'We present here excerpts from his talk at the World Confer-
ence of Communist and Workers' Patties.-Ed,i,tors.
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of powerful upsurge in their ffght for independence and freedom.
The youth of Venezuela-over 70 per cent of the population are

under thirty years-are ffrmly opposed to the imperialists and strongly
insist on a progressive policy on the part of the state.

We Venezuelan Communists, operating in difficult conditions, have

been waging big battles in every sector.
Thanks to resolute and staunch resistance to the dictators, we have

secured the release of thousands of our imprisoned comrades and
the legalization of the Communist Party. In this struggle we have

made mistakes and scored gains, as is usually the case in ffghting
a powerful enemy. However, rve must tell the spokesmen of the
Communist Parties present here that the CPV as a political force

carries considerable weight with the working class and other classes

and progressive social strata of the country. Our enemies announced
the abolition of the CPV more than once, but our Party proved
indestructible because it is closely linked with the people.

Today the CPV is ffghting to regain lost positions and reorganize
on a national scale. We are concentrating on the task of winning
more members among the working class, on the Marxist-Leninist
training of our comrades, on the application of the principles of
internationalism, on the class struggle. We are doing all this on the
basis of sustained struggle against imperialism, for national inde-
pendence, against the national oligarchy. . . .

The Central Committee of the CPV is aware of the difficulties
which the world Communist movement is passing through. After
the Second World War, as a result of the historic victory of the Soviet
armed forces over German fascism, the working class triumphed in
a number of countries standing at the most diverse levels of material
and cultural development. In each of them the approach to age-old
problems had to be difierent in one way or another. Thus our Com-
munist movement came up against complications arising from con-

siderable growing pains. Its growth has substantially changed the
balance of world forces in favor of socialism.

Lastly, and regrettably, some contingents of our movement were
faced with problems that have yet to be solved in a satisfactory
manner. An indication of this is the absence of some of the invited
brother parties from this important Communist conference.

Nevertheless . . . the fact that so many Marxist-Leninist parties
have agreed to meet for a discussion of the most ugent problems
agitating the working people all over the world, and that we have
come here to seek and ffnd ways and means of reaching agreement
and extending our joint struggle against our common enemy, is
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highly important for Communists and the international working class.

For this Meeting is paving the way for a future world conference
that will be attended by both us and those who are absent today.
The quest for ways of establishing closer links and achieving unity
should become a necessary objective of the world Communist
movement.

A frank, comradely discussion of ideological matters, like the one
we are beginning today, will be verv useful for both Communists
and the entire national liberation movement, for both the brother
parties in power and those operating in the conditions of brutal
capitalist oppression.

The world Communist movement needs a platform for ffghting
against imperialism. The basis of this platform is united action by
Communists ffghting in different latitudes and different conditions
against one and the same chief enemy. . . .

It is necessary to ftght unrelentingly, demanding respect for human
rights in every corner of the globe, win guaranteed civil rights,
secure the release of, and freedom for, political prisoners.

Great importance attaches from this point of view to the effective
and permanent solidarity of all Communist parties and popular move-
ments of the world with the peoples of Spain and Brazil, Portugal and
Haiti, Greece and Paraguay, Indonesia, Guatemala and Panama, with
all peoples living urtcler frightful political oppression.

A task of tremendous importance today is militant support for the
Peruvian people, who are resisting the brazen policy of the U.S.
government. It is also as necessary as ever for all the peoples of
the world to continue their fraternal support of socialist Cuba.

The armed struggle of African peoples against Portuguese colonial-
ism*in Guinea, Angola and Mozambique-the struggle against the
infamy of racial oppression in South Africa and Rhodesia, against neo.
eolonialism in any form, as well as the Arab peoples' resistance to
imperialist aggression deserve our rvarm sympathy.

Besides, we must remember that while one and a half cenfuries
have passed since most Latin American countries won freedom from
Spanish rule, the sores of colonialism are still visible on the American
continent. Not long ago the people of Curacao, who have close
geographical, economic and historical ties with Venezuela, set an
example of courageous resistance to colonial rule.

What is needed ffrst and foremost, however, is to extend all-out
assistance on a world scale to the Viehamese people's victorious ffght

- a ffght unexampled in history - against the wanton aggression
Iaunched by the U.S. government. In Vietnam, imperialism is digging
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its own grave. The freedom-loving peoples of the world must not

slacken tfieir solidarity with the heroic people of Vietnam. . ' '-
The Central Committee of the CPV-subscribes to the thesis that

the militant solidarity of the peoples of the socialist countries and all
contingents of the working class and national liberation movements

with Jvery people ffghtinE for independence and freedom, against

imperialism must be strengthened. . . .

iV" ,gr"" that relations 
-between the Communist parties should be

based oi proletarian internationalism. Strict adherence to this funda-

mental pr'inciple promotes unity, increases the sbength of- Com'

munists 
^and -makis for more 

-harmonious 
Cevelopment of their

relations and mutual assistance.

We agree that the effect of the political activity of each Communist

party dEpends on that party's ,"Li"'u"*"rts in its own countrY, the
^rchilvem^errts of brothei parties and the extent of cooperation be-

tween the various contingents.
we regard the national and international responsibility. of every

communiit party as an indivisible whole. Marxist-Leninists never

separate prtiiotir* from proletarian internationalism. At the same

time they reject both national narrow-mindedness and underestima'

tion of national peculiarities.
Naturally, the bentral committee of the cPV deplores the exist-

ence of ideological and political contradictions in the world Com-

munist movement. But we are not pessimists.

We think true Communists will always ffnd a way of working

together. We are faced with the very serious fact that imperialism

pr6fttr by our disputes. This is what really 
-worries 

us, just as it
ivorries, io the besf of our knowledge, our brothers in other countries.

We trust that the debate begun here will help us chart the course

of the struggle for the independence of the oppressed countries,

for the freedom of the peoples enslaved by capitalism.

The Preparatory Committee of this Meeting has worked--out a

draft that fias already rvon the support of numerous parties. We can

say that some difierences have been overcome wliile others persist

"rrd 
,nry not be fully settled at this Meeting. Be that as it may., they

have been specifted and reduced which will make it easier to discuss

them in thJ future. Besides, developments usually come to our aid

in situations of this kind. Much depends on proper application of

the principles of internationalism, which guide our activity. The

*orLirg ciass of the world expects of us sincere efforts for unity.

This hJpe of the working class ,is fully iustiffed as far as the Com-
(Continued on page fi)

IOBGE DEA PBADO-

New Ilevelopmerts in Peru
We represeu-tatives of the Peruvian Communist Party have come

to this important Meeting from a most crucial front of the present-day
anti-imperialist struggle in Latin America. This alone speaks of our
profound conviction that coordinated action by all forces, above all
active steps to cement the world Communist movement, is necessary
more than ever before. That is why, with revolutionary enthusiasm,
we look forward to the success of our Meeting. . . .

After the military coup last October, Peru entered a special, crucial
and difficult phase. Its most signiffcant feature is the opposition to
U.S. imperialism displayed not only by our people, but also, for the
ftrst time, by our government.

Nationalization of oil, Peru's main power source, expropriation of
the stocks and shares o{ the oil reffneries, the industrial complex and
the commercial agencies of International Petroleum Company, a
Standard Oil branch, coupled with the exaction of 9690 million which
International Petroleum owed Peru-all this signiffed the end to im-
perialist oil monopoly and its conversion into a state monopoly, which
was followed by the establishment of diplomatic and trading relations
with the Soviet Union and other socialist eountries, and by ftrm action
in defense of our maritime sovereign5i against piratic imperialist
ffsheries.

Recently, two important political actions took place: a) Nelson
Rockefeller, President Nixon's emissary, was officially refused entry
into our country, this contributing greatly to the failure of the provoc-
ative tour on a continental scale, and b) the U.S. military missions,
which tied Peru's armed forces to the Pentagon and were actually
a support base for imperialist armed intervention against the libera-
tion struggle in our country, were expelled. . . .

The roots of these events should be sought in the structural crisis
in Peru and other countries of the continent, or, in other words, in
the country's dependent condition and the survival of pre-capitalist
relations of production that impede the growth of the productive
forces.

In the past two decades the'country witnessed an extremely rapid
economic growth, highlighted by increasing production of various

* Jorge Del Prado is -General sggrepry of, the communist party ofPeru. Excerpts from talk at the world conference of communist and'W'orkers' Parties.
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export goods and a considerable expansion of industry' This has

br'ought"about far-reaching changes in tlre balance of class forces-a

,r,r*&i"ul and organizatioial gtoi'th of the working P"oP-19, a marked

reduction of the rlural population, a growth of the national bourgeoisie

and the emergence of 
'a i"* oligarcly. However, in the conditions of

foreign dornin'ation this growth,"*ittr its_ distorted forms, only added

to ofir country's depen{ence, deepened the chronic agrarian crisis

and caused ,r, uppuilirg impoverisiment of the masses, snhiling all

the usual terrible consequences.
. . . Alihough our country is extremely rich, partieularly in minerals

and ffsh, the increased exports and the brighter economic situation
beneftted none but the foreign trusts, big landowners and big cap-

italists. When the drain of foreign exchange and the monstrous sPecu-

lation reached the culmination point, while the state debt grew
enormously, credits were considerably resrictod, causing an acute

deffcit in the balance of payments and precipitating a ffnancial crisis.

At that point, the government shifted the burden of the crisis to the

people by raising taxes and devaluating our curency. It also betrayed
iatiinal interesti by rener.ving agreements that robbed us of our oil
on terms inferior to the previous. The economic crisis and the rampant

corruption brought on a political crisis, the government's complete

isolation and inevitable downfall.
In the course of this Process, all strata of the people became aware

of the burning need for changes, which impelled mass actions, the

participants of which demanded improvements and formulated anti-
imperialist slogans. There was also an upswing, of national sentiment,

which gripped broad strata of the small and national bourgeoisie,

r"pr"r"it"lire organizations of the technical intelligentsia and a large

r"itio, of the priesthood and the armed forces. .

We cannot ignore the fact, comrades, that the current events in
Peru vividly reflect the character, content and main trends of our
era, the era of the transition from capitalism to socialism, of which
the world socialist system is the leading force. These events are im-
pelled by the disintegration of the imp_erialist system, the cause of
its desperate aggressiveness, on the one hand, and the growing infu-
ence of the socialist camp, above all the Soviet Union, its foremost

contingent, on the other. The latest and for us the closest example

of this influence is the Cuban revolution. None will deny that the
events in our country are part of the continent-wide process that
began with the victory of the_ 9"FT revolution and its winning
battle against the imperialist blockade. The Cuban example has

brought home to broad national circles that Latin Americans are now
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able to defeat the common enemy. . . .

The socio-economic development of our country and that of the
international situation did not occur spontaneously. Our Party has

always played a worthy role as the organizing and directing factor
in the ffght waged by the anti-imperialist, national and democratic
forces. N-ot only-have we always, since our Party was formed, fought
for the nationalization of International Petroleum and other big U. S.

enterprises holding key positions in our economy; it is also to our
credit that we were the ftrst to advance these slogans in the stage

ushered in by the Cuban revolution. What was still more important
tJlan advancing these slogans, however, was that we secured mass

support for them.

Jointly with other anti-imperialist, democratic and progressive
forces, we organized the National OiI Defense Front, later converted

into the National Liberation Front. These movements, which advo-
cated unity, subsequently exercised a sEong influence on public opin-
ion and helped mobilize the people in the early sixties. After we

overcame the strong reactionary counter-ofiensive in and outside the
Party, we reorganized and improved the leadership of the movement

on a new basis, making the most of two factors: the class unity of
the working class, which we delivered from the clutches of th9 yellow
Apraist ,rriorrr, and the unity of the revolutionary politieal forces in
tlie t eft Unity Front. This was accomplished by revising Party policy
along Leninist lines and by reorganizing the Party organizations,

enlGning the Party press, by Party building and many other meas-

ures. In lhe battles that followed in recent years against the treach-

erous policy of the former govemment, for the expulsion of Interna-
tional 

-Petroleum, we became the most infuential force among the

peqple. During the last election campaign, on tlle eve of the military
coup, the Lefi Unity Front acquired new possibflities, acttg in con-

certl for the same aims, with the Christian-Democratic Party and

the People's Action Party, which by then turned against President

Belaunde and the Right circles.
Accumulating forces had not been easy. Throughout its long histor)r,

the Party was exposed to brutal repressions by a succession of military
and oligarchic dictatorships. During the past decade we were sub-
jected time and again to crue} police round-ups and persecuted by
ihe disg.a"eful politico-military tribunals. However, the enemy's

subversive activity, aflected through Left-opportunist splitters,
prompted, organized and led by Maoists, had a Particularly debili-
iating efiect on our ffghting capacity. This retarded the development
process by diverting it from its natural course.
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The splinter group appeared at the time of an upswing in the class

organization of the working people, during broad peasant actions for
land, the student movement for the initiation and extension of a uni-
versity reform and in the initial stage of the popular ffght for oil.
The group set itself but one task: to split the Party and destroy the
contingents called upon to unite in a great anti-imperialist, nation-
alist and democratic front. It acted, in efiect, in collusion with the
police, since to begin its work it took advantage of a far-fung police
round-up of thousands of Communist leaders, Party members and
other Left groups during the 1963 military dictatorship. The sub-

versive elements were soon released, while we were kept in prison
for a long time.

There was yet another factr at the time of the guerrilla actions of
1965, though not involved because it thought them premature, our
Party did not evade coming to grips with the common enemy and
gave what support it could to the ffghters and members of their fami-
lies. The subversive elements, on the other hand, were busy saving
their own skins and publicly denounced these aetions. In other
words, they were ultra-revolutionaries in words only, and base reac-
tionaries in deed, acting like their teachers, the miracle-makers, are
acting on the international arena, scorning the speciffc features of
the country concerned and the changes caused by time. In order to
reorganize our ranks and conduct a successful policy of alliances
and work with the masses, we had ffrst of all to unite the Party
ffrmly on a basis of principle, purging it of these elements. . . . By
now, Maoism has been fragmented and politically defeated in
Peru. . .

It should be noted that neo-Trotskyism is becoming more dangerous

than the old Trotskyism, primarily because it operates on the inter-
national scene, exploiting the prestige of the victorious socialist revo-
lution, indoctrinating a vast nation whose hopes of a better life has

been disappointed, in a spirit of superstitious fanaticism and, sec-

ondly, because it has gone over from anti-Leninist theoretical con-

cepts to anti-Soviet armed action. We must address ourselves con-

stantly to the internationalist spirit of the sound part of the Chinese

Communist Party and the Chinese nation in order that they should

rectify the incorrect line. But that is one thing' It is an entirely dil-
fereni thing to let Maoism undermine this Meeting as well, while
we wait in vain for this rectiffcation. . . .

What we said earlier does not mean that the military iunta is, or
can be, a revolutionary government. The 5th Congress of our Party
described the military junta by reason of its social composition, maxi-
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mum program and dominant infuences as a bourgeois national-re-

formist government which, though consisting of mili-tary,p3ople" onlY'

is not ai all homog"rr"orr. Eleirents distirrctly nationalist and pro-

gressive share powEr in it with conservative or vacillating elements

saturated with the militarv authoritarian spirit' We see this {rom the

attempts to prevent a ,udical agrarian '"f^o'*, 
to prevent the mo&-

ffcatioln of tie basic aspects of 
"the 

previous government's economic

prfi"y ""a 
from the fait that ,r, ur^tiJ*bor and anti-student poli.cy

i, U"irrg followed. Willy-nilly, this policy conflicts indirectly with the

nationa'i course and with the actions so energetically begun' thereby

it is losing the necessary devoted support of the masses' In these

circumstanlces, it was impossible to avert the continuously sharpening

economic c,risis. Taking'advantage o'f the populy discontent caused

by this crisis, home rJaction ,o"d U. S. iriperialism are assiduously

hat"hirg conspiracies aimed at overthrowing the government or at

alteringiradicaily its present nationalist policy'

Natrirally, o,ri f arty takes a clear-cut s[and a_gainst the anti-popular

aspects of it " pr"r"rt government, while backing with mass action

th'at aspect wULn is hf,torically most signiffcant: the government's

determi'ned struggle against imperialist a{gression' AII thi: is closely

associated with the itr.,ggle to change--government policy in the

rpfr"r" of labor and edoZition, and tI eitencl the measures aimed

alainst the landoumers and oiiga,chy' The 
-program 

of immediate

,3,*" adopted by the Sth CongrJss contains ilemands consistent with

th" d"gr""' of m|t rrity attainJct in resolving the national problems

and, at"once, envisagirig ways of coping with the economic crisis and

improving tire livin[ 
"Iondiiioot 

of 
-thJ 

people' ]ut:. demands are:

,udi"al afraria'n refJr-, development of copper-deposit-sly the state'

restrictions on remittance of diiidends by Peru-baseil U.S. enterprise_s

to their mother enterprises in the Uniied States, currency control'

an indefinite moratorirlm on foreign debts, and credjt and technical

,ia 
"gr""*ents 

with the socia1sl countries in order to stimulate

indepJndent growth of the state economy and a general rise in wages'

irr"!"rpot"if ,ll thit is to pave jlre way for a truly popular govern-

*ent^ th'at would embark oi b,rildirrg socialism and communism in

a way made practicable by the gen-eral conditions' ' ' '

We have iever been prey to illusions and have never shed our

class independence. We have kept up 
-and 

made more militant the

General ionfederation of Labor, which has grown since its estab-

lishment a year ago into a trade union center embracing $9 m3ioritl
of the organized 

"proletariat, 
because it never ceases to ftght for the

economic"and political demands of the working class and peasants.
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The united i3fi:r1pdul+ fro,nt is growing and oxpanding politi-
cally on the'Left u"ity" basis, advaicing t6wards airoadiahonal
and democratic front. we are also making headway in organizing
thg b1o1d peasant masses and in reviving Ihe leading ana inifyin[
role of the studemt federations. All this is iomprementJt uy tt 

" 
#ort

to turn op _Prrty as quickly as possible into a well-organized mass
party with deep roots in the people.

we reaffirm our internationalist attitude. we are ffghung for sociar-
ism and communism on the world front. we are wagirig a frontal
$ruggt! against imperialism. We need your solidarity.-Tliat is why,
in the interest of the whole movement, we need the cohesion and
unity of our great world detachment more than ever before. That
is our contribution and, at the same time, it is our appeal. . . .

(Continued from page 50)

munists are concerned. 
l_his is proved by the revolutionary road we

communists have travelled in our respective sectors of' the ffght
against imperialism.

comrades, the central committee of the cpv has approved of an
international political line aimed at maintaining and rostering friend-
ship and solidarity with all comm,nist and frorkers' partiei on the
principle of Marxism-Leninism, equality and mutual respect and
ffnds- it neces-sary to strive continu6usly for greater cohesiin of all
contingents of the world Communist movement.

The cPV does not make friendship and soridarity with its brothers
in other countries conditional on whether they approve of its activity
in its orvn country. 01 the contrary, w9 are wiling to listen carefully
to construcuve criticism of our mistakes by bro[her parties in th;
course of bilateral or multilateral_meetings. we are r^eady to work
in this spiri! along these political lines. . . .

Salishury via Sakharov
U.S. imperialism's single most

important conduit for ideological
warfare against the socialist world
is the New York Ti,mes. During
the past year the Tinces was a
major inspirer and prop for the
Right-wing, anti-socialist forces
of Czechoslovakia.

Harrison Salisbury, one of its
assistant managing editors and
formerly its Moscow correspond-
ent, has fabricated a platform for
anti-socialist subversion from the
planks which are now in mass
production. These are contained
in Salisbury's "Introduction,"
"Notes,t' and "Afterword" to An-
drei D. Sakharov's Progress, Co-
eri,stence and, Intellectual Free-
d,om,, published by W. W. Norton
& Company, Inc. Sakharov's work,
dated June, 1968, was originally
published in the New Yorlc Times
on July L1, 1968. Salisbury's con-
tributions to Sakharov's book, as

"annotator," occupy about half
again as much space, by rough
count, as does Sakharov's original.

To gain a hearing for anti-
Soviet views, Salisbury provides
Sakharov, a Soviet physicist, with
spurious political credentials.
"Sakharov makes clear from the
outset to any reader with Marxist
training that his criticism comes
from 'within,' that is, from with-
in a general Marxist orientation

EilK BERT

of society, rather than from the
outside" (pp. 96, 99). This is false
on two counts. First, there is not
the slightest affiliation, in any
area, between Sakharov's views
and Marxism. Secondly, Sakharov
does not claim, as Salisbury says
he does, to be arguing from a
Marxist point of view. Sakharov
describes his own views only as

"profoundly socialist" (54). Salis-
bury, to repair the inadequacy,
presents Sakharov as a Marxist
by identifying his "scientific
method" with Marxism (96).
Sakharov describes his "scientific
method" as "a method based on
deep analysis of facts, theories,
and views, presupposing unpreju-
diced, unfearing open discussion
and conclusions" (25).

Salisbury says Sakharov's
"'thoughts' contain no criticism
of the classic hypotheses of Marx-
ism as such" (96-97). That is
not true, either. Sakharov rejeets
Marxism in respect to: the role
of the working class and.of the
intellectuals, the nature of capi-
talism and imperialism, "peace-
ful coexistence," internationalism,
t'convergencer" world government,
and with respect to the nature of
Marxism itself.

ti**

The immediate target of im-
perialism's ideological offensive is
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the Communist movement and,
particularly, the Communist PartY
of the Soviet Union. The funda-
mental enemy is socialism, in the
first place socialism in the Soviet
Union where mankind first broke
out of the shackles of exploitation.
That has been imPerialism's main
line during the more than half
a century that has elaPsed since
the October Revolution.

In his attack on the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, Salis-
bury focuses on "proletarian dic-
tatorship and'democratic central-
ism,'" which were "foisted on the
Bolshevik party in its struggling
conspiratorial days by Lenin"
(11e).

Salisbury would have preferred
that the Bolshevik revolution had
been strangled at birth, as

Churehill hopetl; he naturallY
hates the proletarian dictatorship
which protected the historic
breakthrough. He, therefore, de-
scribes as "dictatorship by an oli-
garchy" the leadership of the
Soviet people by the Communist
Party-in defense of the revolu-
tion, in constructing a new so-
ciety, in crushing the Nazi on-
slaught, in inspiring the socialist
breakthrough in Eastern Europe
and Asia, in standing up to U.S.
imperialism's program for world
domination and, thus, in giving
confidence of victory to the libera-
tion forces throughout the worlcl.

Salisbury's antiSoviet view has
the support of Sakharov who sees

the history of the Soviet Union
as "fifty years of complete dom-
ination over the minds of an en-
tire nation" by ttour leaders" (63),
by "the bosses" (66).

POIIIICAI TFFAINS

Salisbury makes a flank attack
on the theory of the vanguard
role of the working class in caPl-
talist society. He allots the van-
guard role to the intellectuals. He
asserts that in the Soviet Union
today "the intelligentisia . . . [is]
the mainspring of reform and
liberal ideas within Russian so-
ciety" (94). This contention has
three purposes: 1) to encourage
elitist illusions in the ranks of
the capitalist intelligentsia, 2) to
pit the intellectuals against the
Communist movement, and 8) to
subvert intellectuals in the so-
cialist eountries into opposition
to the Communist parties as ob-
staeles to new ideas.

To provide an historical back-
ground for the intelligentsia-
mainspring notion, Salisbury re-
calls, in describing the "evolution
of modern Russian society," that
"in the 19th century Russia was
made up of an enormous mass of
peasants . . . a comparatively small
but growing class of entrePeneur
industrialists . . . antl a thin layer
of intelligentsia . . ." (93). Brecht
might have askecl: but who worked
so that there could be "entre-
preneur industrialists"? One need
not be a Marxist to know that
there were wage workers in Czar-
ist Russia in the 19th century.

*{t*

Salisbury, understandably, Pre-
fers the course of events that
emerged in Czechoslovakia in the
spring of 1968 to the Path which
led to the Bolshevik revolution.
On the night of August 20, he
says, the Warsaw Pact nations
intervenetl to stifle "freedom of
speech" and "freeclom of Press."

SAI.ISBURY VI.A SA.MITROV

He sees these not as ends in
themselves but as means to achieve
"freedom for competing political
parties, and ultimately free elec-
tions" (142).

What Salisbury and other such
"freedom" advoeates have in mind
is not freedom for other soclalist
parties, but freedom for anti-
socialist parties. However, the
people of the socialist countries
did not overthrow capitalism in
order to insure freedom for par-
ties which had sought to maintain
capitalist exploitation by force and
violence, and would seek to re-
store it by the same means.

The eorrosion of socialism
would be accomplished in Sa-
kharov's plan, and in Salisbury's
words, by the "evolution of a new
socio-political system in the Com-
munist world-the rise of a multi-
party system of competing pro-
grams and viewpoints, freely
manifest within Communist par-
ties" (152). The "democratization
of the Communist regimes would
not wipe away the economic basis
of these countries." "The Com-
munist economic system, govern-
ment ownership of the means of
production, government direction
of national economy, the ban on
private ownership of the means
of production would continue"
(152-153).

"Buf,"-f,hspe would be one al-
teration:

The "political basis of the Com-
munist states would change.', The
"single party" system would be
dissolved by "the flourishing of
divergent and competing opinions,,
(153). Sakharov is more explicit.
He supports the "multiparty sys-
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tem" in opposition to the "ruling
Communist party" (82).

The dismantling of socialism
would in fact begin with the
elimination of the Communist
Party as the vanguard of the
working class and of the entire
socialist society-even while the
sappers were vowing their eternal
allegiance to socialism.

That is, in fact, the program
of demolition pursued in Czecho-
slovakia last year. The anti-social-
ist and Right-wing forces vowed
that socialism would be preserved.
They pledged allegiance, again
and again, to the post-January,
1968 reforms and to the April
Action Program. They challenged
only-covertly or openly-the
leading role of the Communist
Party. The "bold initiative" of
the Right-wing of the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia, which
Sakharov saw as "so valuable for
the future of socialism and of all
mankind' (67), almost led to the
victory of the anti-socialist,
counter-revolutionary forces. Had
they succeeded, a revisionist re-
gime would have been imposed
on Czechoslovakia, and the road
opened to the "freedom" of capi-
talism.

The alternatives are not, as
Salisbury would have the reader
believe, single-party domination,
or multi-party freedom. He hates
the multi-party system of the
German Democratic Republic as
much as he does the single-party
system of the Soviet Union. The
decisive alternatives are: a party
system, single or multi, leading
the people in socialist construc-
tion, or a party system, single or
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multi, supporting the restoration
of caPitalism. 

* r
One of Salisbury's major con-

tributions to the tactics of capi-
talism's ideological warfare is the
proposition that imperialism's ide-
ologues should not feel inhibited
by its obvious evils. He advises
that if, instead of being embar-
rassed by these evils, they are
frublicly recognized, the admission
ean provide protective coloration
for anti-socialist activities. He
shows, by the example of Sa-
kharov, how an anti-Soviet ideol-
ogical campaign can be pursued
even while opposing the U.S. war
in Vietnam. He explains that
Sakharov's t'convergence" with
"official Soviet doctrine" on the
Vietnam war, provides him with
a "principled" position from
which to attack other Soviet poli-
cies (99), specifieally, Soviet
policy in the Middle East (100).

Salisbury shows, again using
Sakharov as an example, how one
can carry through an anti-Soviet
policy in the context of the Middle
East events, even while con-
demning Israeli actions. He cites
Sakharov's support of fsrael's war
of independence in 1948, antl his
unequivocal condemnation of
"fsrael's participation with Eng-
land and France in the abortive
1956 attack on Egypt." These
items constitute planks for a plat-
form from which Sakharov "con-
dones" fsrael's 1967 war against
the Arab states, and "puts full
blame upon the Soviet Union for
'irresponsible encouragement' of
the Arab states" (99). Then,
Sakharov "contends, the Israeli
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cause lost its just basis by cruel
treatment of refugee populations
and by seeking a military resolu-
tion of territorial questions"
(100).

One should not assume, in Salis-
bury's view, that these apparently
eontradictory positions cancel each
other. He concludes that "the bal-
anee of lSakharov's] criticism
clearly Iies against his own gov-
ernment" (100). That is what
counts in the anti-Soviet ideol-
ogical eamPaign.* 

*
Salisbury makes two distinct

efforts to conceal the fact that
the fundamental trouble with the
world is capitalism. He argues
that 1) control of nuclear power
has replaced the character of the
social system as the decisive fac-
tor determining man's future and
that, in any event, 2) capitalism
is becoming less capitalistic and
more socialistic. He contends that,
whatever capitalism's evils were,
they don't count for much since
Hiroshima, for there is now an
evil that puts capitalism's in the
deep shade. After Hiroshima, "No
Ionger did we live in a Com-
munistlvorld, a Capitalist world,
a Socialist world, a Feudal world.
T[e livecl in a Nuclear world"
(10).

The peril to the world, he holds,
arises because the nuclear bomb
exists; the bomb is inherently
malignant, a self-contained evil.
He would like the world to forget
that the bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima by the capitalist
U.S.A., in a capitalist-incited war.
He seeks, also, to obscure the
fact that capitalism is now, as
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it ever was, a system of Private
ownership of means of produetion
and of exploitation. To this end
he relays the "reasonable" sug-
gestion of Sakharov that the
"Wegtern economieg . . . have in-
corporated socialist principles into
their systems" (143). Sakharov
puts it thus: "in the Uniterl States
and other capitalist countries . . .

the capitalists are actually using
the social principles of gocialism"
(74).

Salisibury is non-communicative
about the nature of capitalism's
"socialist" pregnancy. The whole
thing is a new twist to an olil
routine. Today, after more than
half a century of soeialist power
in the Soviet Union, the more
flexible bourgeois spokesmen cite
eapitalism's alleged "socialist"
attributes in its rlefense. Two
Lypes of development are usually
noted as representing "socialist"
advances within capitalism. The
first is the welfare measures
which the capitalist class has in-
voked, ranging from the poor-
houses of early English industrial-
ism, to the "socialist" measures
which Bismarck enacted, to medic-
aid. Every such measure, how-
ever pitiful, hag been excoriated
by the most hard-nosed capitalist
spokesmen as "socialist" and has
been hailed by the smoothies as
proving the perfectability of capi-
talism.

The second development whieh
some try to palm off as "socialist"
is the expantling role of the state
in the capitalist economy. This
expanding role is simply the in-
creasing utilization of the state
power for the profit goals of mo-
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nopoly capital. The alleged ges-

tation of "socialist principles" in
capitialism is, in facf an ideo-
logical camouflage to conceal tho
growth of state monopoly capital-
ism.

The "socialist principles" gam-
bit is also an expression of the
"convergence" doctrine which
holds that since, under modern
eapitalism as under socialism, the
state plays an important role in
the economy, therefore the gap
between the paths along whieh the
two systems are now advancing
is gradually, but inevitably, be-
coming narrower. The alleged
evolvement of "socialist princi-
ples" within eapitalism is offered
as a proof that "convergence' is
arealitY' 

* * rT

Salisbury says that "peaceful
coexistence" of the capitalist ancl
socialist worlds, of the United
States and the Soviet Union, is
the prerequisite for saving the
world from nuclear catastrophe.
The worldwide support won by the
doctrine of "peaceful existence"
is a tribute to the single-minded
and determined advocacy in which
the Soviet Union has persevered
since IVorld War II.

Salisbury's literal acceptanee of
"peaceful coexistence" is less sub-
stantial than it seems. He advo-
cates it as a stratagem to rvin
support for the preservation of
capitalism and the blighting of
socialism. To this end he argues
that the world can be saved from
nuelear disaster only if capitalism
is preservetl and Communism ls
revised. He, therefore, welcomes
Sakharov's advice to the workers
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"of the United States and other
developed capitalist countries"
that they should not seek to re-
place capitalism by socialism. Sa-
kharov assures the workers that
"revolution"-that is, the over-
throw of capitalist rule-is not
"the only way out" (75, L43-L44).
He reeommends instead what he
calls the "peaceful transition to
socialism" which, he says, is "re-
fleeted in the programs of the
Communist parties of the de-
veloped countries." This is a hoax.

What Sakharov has in mind is
poles apart from the "peaceful
transition" whieh the Communist
parties see as a possible course of
development, and which they
favor. His "peaceful transition"
is to be achieved by a coalition
of the "working class and the
progressive intelligentsia" and
"also the reformist wing of the
bourgeoisie." The "typical repre-
sentatives" of this reformist
bourgeoisie "are Cyrus Eaton
lChesapeake and Ohio empirel,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
and, especially President John F.
Kennedy" (79).

The manifest destiny of this
eoalition of workers, intellectuals,
and reformist bourgeoisie is to
insure the "victory of the leftist
reformist wing of the bour-
geoisie." As a reward to the
workers, the liberal eapitalist will
initiate "changes in the strueture
of ownership"-sf monopoly capi-
talism, that is (82). Neither the
Iate FDR and JFK, nor Cyrus
Eaton, who is still with us, have
ever promised to do any sueh
thing. Sakharov takes a lot on
himself when he makes promises
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in their name. The "reformist
wing of the bourgeoisier" Sa-
kharov informs us, "supports. . .

a program of convergence." That
is, apparently, what he calls giv-
ing "convergence" a "socialist and
democratic:neaning" (79).

Sakharov would pervert the
struggle for "peaceful coexist-
ence" into a quarantine on the
struggle against capitalism and
for socialism. To this encl he makes
the "preaehing of the incompa-
tibility of world ideologies" iden-
tical with "preaching of the in-
eompatibility of . . . nations" (27).
He contends that since compati-
bility of nations is crucial to the
salvation of mankind, the strug-
gle against capitalist ideology-
not to speak of the struggle
against capitalism as a system-
must be abandoned. To this end,
Sakharov would have the reader
believe that the "peril that threat-
ens the world" is the result of
a non-class "division of mankind,"
the non-class "estrangement of the
world's two superpowers" (27,37,
45-56).

Under the pretext of saving the
world from nuclear and other
catastrophe he would exclude the
understanding that the perils con-
fronting the world have a class
basis. He would, thus, close off
the path to ending these perils
through abolition of the system
which gives rise to them-capi-
talism' 

* * ++

Sakharov calls for "ideological
eollaboration" between Marxism-
Leninism and capitalism. From
this "ideological collaboration" he
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would exclude fascist, racist, mili-
tarist. . . demagogy" (28). This
exclusion from the contemPlated
capitalist-socialist "ideological col-
laboration" has a quite different
import than appears at first
glance. It would conceal the fact
that capitalism breeds and nur-
tures fascism, racism and militar-
ism.

The inevitable consequence of
the "ideological collaboration" of
socialist ideology and capitalist
ideology would be collaboration of
the ideology of socialism with the
"fascist, racist, militarist
demagogy" of capitalism.

Consistently, Sakharov con-
cludes that the "problem" of "the
poverty, lack of rights, and hu-
miliation of the 22 million Ameri-
can Negroes . . . is not primarily
a class problem, but a racial prob-
lem" (74-75). Even more expli-
citly, he absolves the capitalist
class from responsibility. The
"ruling group in the United
States," he says, "is interested in
solving this problem," in contrast
to the "white workers" who are
affiicted by "racism and egotism"
(75). He exculpates federal inac-
tion, citing the government's
"fears of upsetting the unstable
equilibrium in the country" and
recommends "letting the ruling
group in the United States setUe
the Negro problem" (75). Not
even the Nixon Administration
would say that publicly.

He applies the same standards
to the international arena. fm-
perialism is, for him, only "the
so-called imperialist peril some-
where in Africa or in Latin
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America or in the Middle East"
(58). In fact, "colonial oppres-
sion" is not a consequence of caPi-
talism but of "national egotism."
So, too, are "nationalism and
racism" (78). 

* tF

Peaceful coexistence makes pos-

sible the natural "convergence"
of eapitalism and socialism, ac-
cording to Salisbury. Under this
ttconvergencet' theory, the "so-
cieties of Russia and the Unitetl
States seem to be borrowing valu-
able features from each other,
thus leading in the long run tcr

the creation of systems whiclt
are more and more comPatible."
(1aB) ; "western society becomes
more socialized and the Com-
munist world more democratized";
"the concepts of 'Communism'and
'Capitalism' as differing social
orders . become largely fileon-
ingless" (153) ; and there emerges
a "world government on a basis
of tsocialist convergence,' " "a sys-
tem of world government, led by
the United States and the Soviet
Union" (L54), a "world society"
(21).

Sakharov puts it this way: "So-
cialism should enoble" the "ground
from which it grew," the "capi-
talist world," by "its example anil
other indirect forms of pressure
and then merge with it" (78-79).
He insists that the rape of social-
ism by capitalism be "prineipled"
and carried through by "elec-
tions."

The "convergence" perspective
is intended to bemuse those who
are oppressed by capitalism, to
divert the working class from the
struggle against the capitalist ex-
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ploitation and repression, and for
socialism. The intent is to pre-
vent the working elass from real-
izing that "peaceful coexistence
of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R," can
be achieved only if peace is im-
posed on capitalism, and if the
natural "convergence" of capital-
ism and socialism is rejected as
a cynical hoax.

Projection of the allegedly in-
creasing similarity of capitalism
and socialism tends to make them
equally responsible 

- that is,
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equally guilty-for the state of
the world today. For example,
both systems, according to Salis-
bury, "carry inevitable seeds of
military collision and fatal war"
(143). This assignment of equal
responsibility for militarism ancl
war is an attempt to erase the
responsibility of capitalism for the
carnag:e of World War I, World
War II, the Korean \[ar and the
Vietnam War, by ascribing re-
sponsibility for war to the "mili-
tary" and thus exculpating the
system of imperialism.
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